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ANOTHER year has passed,
leaving its many memories, its fail-
ures and successes, its joys and dis-
appointments. It is the privilege of
the 1928 Cedrus Staff, in compiling
the record and events of the past
year, to place them against a back-
ground which will recall them to
the fullest extent. For the record-
ing of the greater occasions, words
and pictures seem entirely inade-
quate. The strain of examinations,
the excitement of the basketball
season, the glory of the campus in
spring—the impressions of these can
be but poorly set down. It is hoped,
however, that by recalling these high
moments, the memory of the closing
year will be kept forever fresh to
those who have had a part in making
this bit of history for our beloved
Alma Mater.
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I. THE COLLEGE
II. THE FACULTY
III. CLASSES
IV. ATHLETICS
V. ORGANIZATIONS
VI. ACTIVITIES
3113ebication
TO that Colonial Spirit—the
spirit of achievement, which has
given us our heritage of ideals and
moral aims; the light which guides
toward firmness, yet fineness; the
spirit of originality in thought and
action; the spirit which has inspired
the highest accomplishments in all
types of American activity —the
Cedrus of 1928 is affectionately
dedicated.
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0 Cedarville, 0 Cedarville,
Home of our student days,
Forever may thy name abide
And lasting be thy praise."
—President IV. R. McChesney
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"The calm shade
Shall bring a kindred
That makes the green
balm
To thy sick heart".
4/
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calm, and the sweet breeze
leaves dance, shall waft a
—Bryant
0
"Science! True daughter of Old Time thou art!
1Vho alterest all things with thy peering eyes".
—Poe
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"There is no past so long as books shall
live."
—Bulwer-Lytton.
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Alma Mater
Cedarville's a College in a grand old state
Builded by the hands of her Maker great;
Guiding eager students thru the open gate
Of dear old Cedarville.
Fitting them for Champions of the Truth and Right,
Arming them completely for the coming fight,
Leading them to Victory over wrong and might
At dear old Cedarville.
CHORUS
Senior, Freshman, Soph and Junior, too;
Join your hearts and efforts
And in everything you do.
Onward, upward be our motto still,
Follow close the leading of
Your dear old Cedarville.
Cedarville's a College that shall ever stand,
Shedding light and glory over all the land.
Reaching out to everyone a helping hand
From dear old Cedarville.
Many are the victories that are in her way,
Many be the triumphs of the coining day.
Many be the students who shall always say,
"Our dear old Cedarville."
Pape Thirteen
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Cedarville College
TUNE: "America, the Beautiful.”
O Cedarville, our college dear,
For loyal youth so strong,
For constant faith without a fear,
Through all the years so long!
O Cedarville! 0 Cedarville!
Home of our student days,
Forever may thy name abide
And lasting be thy praise.
O Cedarville, we love thy halls
Where precepts true are sought;
We love thy consecrated walls
Where earnest youth are taught.
O Cedarville! 0 Cedarville!
Joy of the by-gone hours,
Continue through the passing years,
And reach your hoped-for powers.
O Cedarville, we live for thee
With faith unfaltering—
We live we love, we trust for thee;
Be glad and let us sing
O Cedarville! 0 Cedarville!
Our trust in thee maintain;
Confirm thy strength in purity,
Thy honor to retain.
O Cedarville, we pray for thee
Our God will love and care
In days of stress in years to be
0 hear, 0 God, our prayer;
For Cedarville! For Cedarville!
Preserve her in thy grace;
Defend her with thy mighty hand,
Shine on her with thy face.
—President W. R. McChesney.
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FRANK ALBERT JURKAT
Treasurer
Professor of Languages and History
A. B. Franklin College 1895
A. M. Franklin College 1898
LL. D. Franklin College 1917
WILBERT RENWICK
McCHESNEY
President
Peter Gibson Professor of Philosophy
and Greek
A. B. Franklin College 1892
A. M. Franklin College 1894
Ph. D. Franklin College 1906
D. D. Tarkio College 1915
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YULA PARAN LIEVING
Secretary to the President
Registrar and Acting Dean
Professor of French
A. B. Marietta College 1925
Phi Beta Kappa
BERTHA EDITH DOLBY
Dean of Women
Professor of English
A. B. Manchester College 1925
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Page Seventeen
ROY MARVIN BORST
Director of Physical Education
Professor of Mathematics and Spanish
A. B. Wittenberg College 1925
' MARTIN LUTHER FRASER
Professor of Natural Science and
Mechanical Drawing
A. B. Wittenberg College 1915
A. M. Wittenberg College 1922
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DOROTHY OPHELIA JULIEN
Professor of Economics, Sociology and
Public Speaking
B. S. State Teachers' College,
Missouri
A. M. University of Chicago
MARTHA HELEN DEAN
Professor of Latin and Bible
Assistant in Office
A. B. Cedarville College 1927
Summa Cum Laude
Graduate in Piano, Cedarville
College, 1923
Pape Nineteen
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FRIEDA FRIEND CHAPMAN
Director of Teacher Training
B. S. in Education, Ohio University
ALVIN JEROME HOSTETLER
Head Department of Education
B. S. Ohio Northern University 1908
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JENNIE MTLDRED LUST ,
Instructor for Elementary Teachers?
Ohio Northern University
Ohio University
Ohio State University
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MARY ABIGAIL BRISTOW
Professor of Education, English and
Economics
A. B. Wittenberg College 1920
A. M. Columbia University 1926
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JOHN ALBERT TALCOTT
Director, Department of Music
Department of Music
Cleveland Piano School
Georgia School of Technology
Royal College
MRS. HELEN LAUGHLIN CORRY
Assistant in Department of Music
Wooster College Conservatory of Mu-
sic 1913
RUTH ANN BURNS
Instructor in Public School Music
Graduate in Voice, Cedarville Col-
lege 1921
Cedarville College 1924-1928
REVEREND S. M. INGMIRE
Professor of Homiletics, Archaeology,
and Religious Education
A. B. Ohio Northern University
B. D. Garrett Graduate School of
Theology
1
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Instructors and Assistants
Gertrude Dooley 
 Instructor in History
Ernest Gibson_ Assistant in Chemistry
Ernest Gibson_ Assistant in Physical Education
James Beam. 
 Assistant in Biology
Cecil Ewbank__ 
 Instructor in Physics
James Stormont_ 
 Instructor in Physics
Kenneth Little 
 Instructor in Saxophone
Lucile Tanner 
 
 Instructor in Plane Geometry
James Lemon_ Instructor in Plane Geometry
Helen Thompson 
 Instructor in Algebra and Solid Geometry
Helen Thompson_ Assistant in Office
Hilma Raisanen Assistant in Office
Edith Wigal_ 
 __Assistant in English
Viola Curry 
 
 Jnstructor in English
Irene Shannon Assistant in Physical Education
Charles Griffith_ 
 Janitor
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The Faculty
The name of Dr. McChesney continues to head the list as President of a capable and
well-prepared faculty. He has served the college, the community, and the country far and
near during the last thirty-four years. He abides in his work—each year better and greater.
In addition to his duties as President, he finds time to teach Philosophy, Greek, and
Psychology, and to deliver commencement addresses and to preach the Gospel.
Dr. Jurkat has served Cedarville College and community for thirty-three years in teach-
ing and preaching. He is working on in the teaching of Languages and History and in the
capacity of Treasurer of the college.
The Science Department has been under the efficient direction of Professor Fraser since
1922. This department is one of the most important in the life of the college.
Dr. Talcott has been with the college from 1924 as Director of Music. Since his resig-
nation, Miss Lydia A. Berkley has been secured to continue with this work.
Miss Dolby has been the guardian of English since 1925. This department has grown
rapidly in activity and influence under her guidance. She is also Dean of Women.
Miss Lieving has, for the last three years done her part for the college as Secretary
to the President and Registrar and in the teaching of French. This year she has been the
Acting Dean of the College. It is with gratitude and pleasure that she commends the willing
services of the various student-assistants and the splendid cooperation of the different mem-
bers of the faculty.
Professor Borst is yearly becoming more efficient as Director of Physical Education.
In addition to his athletic duties, he has charge of Mathematics and Spanish.
Reverend Ingmire is a valuable asset to the college in the teaching of Archaeology,
Homiletics, and Religious Education.
Miss Dean, our "summa cum laude" Profe'sor of Latin and Bible, is an indispensable
addition to the faculty. She finds time, during the busy days, to give invaluable assistance
in the office.
Miss Julien came to us this year as Professor of Economics, Sociology, and Public
Speaking. Miss Julien has had splendid training along these lines and is giving excellent
service to the college.
We are fortunate in having with us this year Professor Hostetler, as Head of the De-
partment of Education. This department is under the direct supervision of the State De-
partment of Education and is fully equipped for the training of teachers.
Miss Chapman is a real "Friend" to all. She skilfully guides the prospective teachers
through the maze of teacher-training and brings them to light as very promising teachers.
She is also Dean of Women.
Miss Bristow well merits the title of "perfect teacher." She is an invaluable member of
the Department of Education and is just as loyal to the various other phases of the col-
lege work.
Miss Lust is one of the most popular members of the faculty and an inspiration to future
teachers. She is also a very willing worker in other departments of the college.
Mrs. Corry, has, in the past, served as Instructor in Public Music. This year she has
been an assistant in the college Department of Music.
Miss Burns has instructed in Public School Music during the past year. She is well-
fitted for this work and is winning worthy praise in her teaching. —Y. L.
1
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McDONALD WEIMERCIMINELLI
Senior Class
Calvin Weimer.
Gladys MacDonald
Mary Ciminelli 
Day Kennedy_
KENNEDY
 President
Vice-President
_Secretary
 Treasurer
Four years seems a long time. But to the members of the class of twenty-eight who
are about to sever their student association with Cedarville College, it has been a very short
sojourn, and a most delightful one.
The years have been replete with enjoyment. Class work, social functions, athletic
contacts, and the friendships of college life have been both enjoyable and beneficial.
Back in September 1924, the present Senior Class entered as students of Cedarville
College. It was a large class and ere long, the impress of its influence could be perceivedin all phases of college activity.
Athletics, literary societies, the student Christian associations, and other organized
student efforts were strengthened by the advent of this new class.
The outset of the Sophomore year found the members of the class with increased dig-
nity and experience. The feats of Brown, Adair, Nagley and Little on gridiron and basketball court were heralded far and near, and it was in the Sophomore year that the Sophomoreboys' team won the Inter-Class Basket Ball Tournament, thus bespeaking the athletic prowess
of the class.
The Junior year was a year of activity and usefulness, and the Juniors were even more
than ever at the heart and center of things.
The Junior Play, "The Goose Hangs High", was given before a large and appreciative
audience at the Cedarville Opera House. It helped make possible the realization of the
Junior-Senior Banquet which was held in Springfield during the month of April.
It was a busy group of young people who entered upon the work of the Senior year.
It has been the busiest year in the history of the class, and in all phases of college activitythe Seniors have taken the lead.
And now that the Senior year is nearing a close, and members of the class will soonbe able to sing their "swan song" as Cedarville College students, there is the satisfaction ofachievement but also a profound sense of regret. The members of the class of '28 havetried to measure up to their responsibilities and they have given themselves to all that
makes for the good of Cedarville College and have become so intrinsically bound up withher ideals that the college has become a veritable part of them.
The Seniors will soon be leaving Cedarville College, and it is the hope of all those inter-
ested in the class that they will be just as useful and valuable members of the Alumni asthey have tried to be as students of Cedarville. 
—C. T. W.
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EDWARD SIMEON WONES
Springfield, Ohio A. B.
Moorefield High School
"He preached to all men everywhere
The Gospel of the Golden Rule,
The New Commandment given to men,
Thinking the deed and not the creed
Would help us in our utmost need."
—Longfellow
Y. M. C. A. 4
Cedar Day Orator 4.
KENNETH LITTLE
Cedarville, Ohio A. B.
Cedarville High School
"If music be the food of love, play on.
Give me excess of it."
—Shakespeare.
Class Vice-President 3. Football 1, 2, 3, 4.
Baqket Ball 1, 2, 3, 4. Baseball 1, 2, 3.
Philadelphian Literary Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
College Orchestra 2, 3, 4.
ADA LOUELLA McKAY
New Burlington, Ohio A. B., Education
Kingman High School
"Genteel in personage,
Conduct and equipage,
Noble by heritage,
Generous and free."
—Carey.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Undergraduate Rep-
resentative 3. Vice-President 4. Con-
ferences, Otterbein and Muskingum 2, 4.
Philadelphian Literary Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
Secretary-Treasurer 4. Girls' , Council 4.
Glee Club 4. College Orchestra 2, 3.
Page Twenty-nine
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ERNEST R. GIBSON
Port William, Ohio A. B., Education
Lincoln High School, Midland, Penna.
"An honest man's the noblest work of God."
—Pope.
Y. M. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Philadelphian Lit-
erary Society 1, 2, 4. Director Physical
Education 4. Assistant Laboratory In-
structor 4. Football 1, 2. Baseball 1, 2, 4.
Wittenberg College 1926-'27.
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A. C. EWBANK
Cedarville, Ohio B. S. of Education
"The sum of duty, let two words contain
(0 may they graven in thy heart remain!)
Be humble and be just." —Prior.
A. B. Cedarville College 1923. Football
1927. Superintendent Beavercreek Town-
ship Schools 1928.
CLARABEL HUNT
Waynesville, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville College Preparatory
"Books, dear books
Have been and are my comfort, morn and
night." —Dodd.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Philosophic Liter-
ary Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Vice President 4.
Basket Ball 3. Assistant Club Steward
3.
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MARGUERITE B. DONALDSON
Rootstown, Ohio A. B., Education
Rootstown High School
"A creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food;
For transient sorrows, simple wiles,
Praise, blame, love, kisses, tears and
smiles." —Wordsworth.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3. Freshman Commis-
sion 1. Project Leader 3. Philosophic
Literary Society 1, 2, 3. Treasurer 2.
Basket Ball 1, 2, 3. Summer School
Kent State Normal 1927.
WILDA M. BICKETT
Xenia, Ohio A. B., Education
Xenia High School
"I am constant as the Northern Star,
Of whose true-/it'd and resting quality
There is no fellow in the firmament."
—Shakespeare.
Y. W. C. A. 2, 3, 4. Project Leader 3.
Publicity and World Fellowship Chair-
man 4. Student Volunteer Conference,
Muskingum 4. Philosophic Literary So-
ciety 1, 2, 3, 4. Secretary 1. Vice-Pres-
ident 3. Girls Council 4.
JAMES C. McMILLAN
Cedarville, Ohio A. B.
Cedarville High School
"lie most lives
1Vho thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the
best." 
—Bailey.
Y. M. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Treasurer 2, 3.
Philadelphian Literary Society, 1, 2, 3, 4.
Cedrus Staff 2, 3, 4. Business Manager
4. Cedrus Play 4. Cedar Needles Staff
4. Vice President Student Body 4.
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HELEN MARGARET ILIFFE
Cedarville, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville High School
"An inborn grace that nothing lacked
Of culture or appliance,.
The warmth of genial courtesy
The calm of self-reliance."
—Whittier.
Crown Club 2. Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4. Cap-
tain 4. Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Cabinet
4. Cedar Day Chairman 2, 3. College
Orchestra 2, 3. Glee Club 4. Cedrus
Staff 2, 4. Cedrus Play 4. Junior-Senior
Banquet Committee 3. Chapel Pianist 4.
RUTH ANNE BURNS
Cedarville, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville High School
"Let me live amongst high thoughts, and
smiles
As beautiful as love; with grasping hands,
And a heart that flutters with diviner life
Whene'er my step is heard."
—Proctor.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Social Committee
4. Philadelphian Literary Society 1, 2,
3, 4. Crown Club 3. unior Play 3. In-
structor in English 3. College Orches-
tra 2, 3. Director 4. Director of Girls'
Glee Club 4. Dramatic Club 3. In-
structor in Public School Music, Cedar-
ville State Normal 4. Summer School
Wilmington College 1927.
J. HERMAN LEMAR
New Burlington, Ohio A. B., Education
"The true knight of learning, the world holds
him dear;
Love bless him, joy crown him, God speed
his career." —Ibid.
Y. M. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Philadelphian Lit-
erary Society 1, 2, 3,4. Minstrel 1. Foot-
ball 2. Basket Ball Manager 3. Athlet-
ic Council 3. Dramatic Club 3. Woman-
less Wedding 3.
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WILLIAM NAGLEY
Cedarville, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville High School
"Unbounded courage and compassion join'd
Tempering each other in the victor's mind,
Aiteinately proclaim him good and great,
And make the hero and the man complete."
—Addison.
Clas3 Treasurer 2, 3. Basket Ball 1, 2, 3,
4. Captain 2. Football 3. Captain 4.
Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4. Minstrel Committee
1. Womanless Wedding 3. Junior Play
3. Dramatic Club 3. Philadelphian Lit-
erary I, 2, 3, 4. Y. M. C. A. 1, 2, 3.
DAY KENNEDY
Coulterville, Ill. A. B.
Cedarville College Preparatory
"His l'fe was gentle and the elements
So mixed in him that Nature might stand
up
And say to all the world: `This was a man'."
—Shakespeare.
Y. M. C. A. 1, 2,-3, 4. President 4. Geneva
Conference 3. Cedar Day Orator 3.
Class Treasurer 4. President Student
Body 4.
MARY C. WEBSTER
Clifton, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville High School
"I hate to see things done by halves.
If it be right, do it boldly; tf it be wrong,
leave it undone."
Crown Club 1. Secretary of Class 1, 2. Jun-
ior Play 3. Junior-Senior Banquet Com-
mittee 3. Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Pro-
gram Committee 1. Secretary
-Treasurer
2. Vice-President 3. President 4. State
Conference 2. Geneva Conference 3.
Philadelphian Literary Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
President 3. Dramatic Club 3. Glee
Club 4. Cedrus Play 4. Cedrus Staff 2,
3, 4. Humor Editor 2. Photograph
Editor 3: Editor-in
-chief 4. May
Queen 4.
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ALBERTA MARIE HEMPHILL
Pueb!o, Colorado A. B., Education
Cedarville College Preparatory
"Most happy she that most assur'd cloth
rest,
But he most happy who such one loves
best."
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Conference 1. Phil-
oscphic Literary Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Sec-
retary 4. Dramatic Club 3. Graduate
in Music 1923. Teacher in Illinois 1923-
'25.
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GLADYS HILL" Mac DONALD
Cedarville, Ohio A. B., Education
High School
"The Future I may fare, now I have proved
the past." —Browning.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3. Philosophic Literary
Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Vice-President 1. Sec-
retary 3. Basket Ball 1, 2. Instructor
in Solid Geometry 3. Play Prompter 3.
Class Vice-President 4.
PAUL J. BROWN
Edgartown, Mass. A. B., Education
East Greenwich Academy
"Hail to the Chief who in triumph ad-
vances." —Scott.
Football 1, 2, 3, 4. Captain 3. Basket
Ball 1. Y. M. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. World
Affairs Chairman 4. Philadelphian Lit-
erary Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Class President
3. Club Steward 3.
MARY LOIS ESTLE
Springfield, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville High School
"An elegant sufficiency, content
Retirement, rural quiet, friendship, books,
Ease and alternate labor, useful life
Progressive virtue and approving heaven."
—Thomson.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Program Commit-
tee 3; Chairman 4; Conference 3. Phila-
delphian Literary Society 3, 4; Vice-
President 4. Class Secretary 3. Student
Body Secretary 4.
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RUTH G. COLLINS
Cedarville High School
Cedarville, Ohio
"I have no other than a woman's reason,
I think him so because I think him so."
—Shakespeare.
Class Vice-President 1. Y. W. C. A. 1,
2, 3, 4; Cabinet 3, 4. Philadelphian Lit-
erary Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Secretary 2;
Program Chairman 3. Junior Play 3.
Cedrus Play 4. Cedrus Staff 3, 4.
JOHN E. JOHNSON
Newcomerstown, Ohio A. B., Education
Newcomerstown High School
"A moral, sensible and well-bred man,
Will not affront me, and no other can."
--Cowper.
Class Vice-President 2. Y. M. C. A. 1, 2,
3, 4. Philadelphian Literary Society
1, 2, 3, 4; President 4. Womanless
Wedding 3. Junior Play 3. Cedrus
Play 4. Assistant Editor Cedrus 3, 4;
Advertising Manager Cedrus 4. Cedar
Needles Staff 4. Club Steward 4. Min-
strel 4.
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LOIS McFARLAND
Cedarville, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville High School
"To-day whatever may annoy
The word for me is Joy, just simply Joy."
—Bangs.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4. Philosophic Lit-
erary Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Dramatic Club
3. Junior Class Play 3.
4,;•//
MARY CIMINELLI
Leetonia, Ohio A. B., Education
Leetonia High School
"Thy bounteous hand with worldly bliss
Hath made my cup run o'er
And in a kind and faithful friend
Has doubled all my store."
—Addison.
Columbiana County Normal 1924-'25. Bas-
ket Ball 1, 2, 3, 4. Y. W. C. A. 4. Junior
Play 3. Class Secretary 4.
DAVID ADAIR
Naragansett Pier, R. I. A. B., Education
South Kingston High School
East Greenwich Academy
"Oh, our manhood's prime vigor! No spirit
feels waste,
Not a muscle is stopped in its playing nor
sinew unbraced." —Browning.
Football 1, 2, 4. Basket Ball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Honorary Captain 4. Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4.
Class President 1. Philadelphian Liter-
ary Society 1, 2, 3, 4. Junior-Senior Ban-
quet Committee 3. Providence College
1926-'27.
,
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VERNA BOASE
Cedarville, Ohio A. B., Education
Cedarville High School
"Hearts that change not, love that cannot
cease,
And peace be yours, the peace of soul in
soul." —Tennyson.
Greene County Normal 1923-'24. Philo-
sophic Literary Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
LELIA D. LEMAR
New Burlington, Ohio A. B., Education
Chester Twp. Rural High School
"Words of frank cheer, glances of friendly
eyes,
Love's smallest coin, which yet to some
may give
The morsel that may keep alive
A starving heart and teach it to behold
Some glimpse of God when all before was
cold." - 
—Lowell.
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Program Committee
3. Philadelphian Literary Society 1, 2,
3, 4. Basket Ball 1, 2, 3, 4. Dramatic
Club 3. Junior-Senior Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
Basket Ball 1, 2, 3, 4. Dramatic Club 3.
Junior
-Senior Banquet Committee 3. In-
structor in History 3. Glee Club 4.
CALVIN T. WEIMER
Leetonia, Ohio
Leetonia High School
"The heights by great men reached and
kept,
Were not attained by sudden flight
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night."
—Longfellow.
Philadelphian Literary Society 1, 2, 3, 4;
Assistant Program Chairman 3. Y. M. C.
A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Secretary 2; Program
Chairman 4; Gospel Team 1, 4. Minstrel
1, 4; General Chairman 4. Junior Play
3. Womanless Wedding 3. Class Presi-
dent 4. Editor-in-chief "Cedar Needles" 4.
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Junior Class
Carl Frazier 
_President
Nedra Wilson Vice-President
Margaret Chandler _Secretary
James Beam _Treasurer
We, the Juniors, have weathered three stormy years, and are still going strong. The
records show that our class is the smallest that has attended Cedarville College during recent
years. However, the spirit of the class is not measured by its size; our aim is quality rather
than quantity. We have been faithful in our work, and faithful to our class and college.
Although willing to assume responsibility when it is ours, we have not failed to help "Carry
On" under the leadership of others.
This year, among numerous other activities, we have constantly endeavored to fill all the
sweet teeth in. Cedarville College. In November, after getting a very slow start, we' pre-
sented the play "Clarence" with considerable success—thanks to the able direction of Miss
Julien.
,Next year, we shall pass from .the sheltering walls of our Alma Mater, to do service
where it is most needed. In whatever field we may serve, we hope to remain true to the prin-
ciples taught and practiced at Cedarville College.
Twenty-nine hOpes that we will still be ,remembered even twenty, yes fifty years hence,
and that Cedarville College will be proud that we have had a part in her life. —M. C., C. F.
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ROBERT JACOBS
We are glad we have "Bob" representing
us in athletics. He has always been on time
at all of the feeds even though he does miss
classes for certain reasons.
ROGER STORMONT
Economics would fall through if Roger
weren't there, how about it? Roger is 0. K.
we think, even if we don't always get let-
ters when we think we should.
• HELEN THOMPSON
Helen is the girl who helps us solve deep
problems. She is a good worker, we know,.
The girls envy Helen's long hair because she
had the patience that we didn't have. Some-
body else likes pretty hair, too, we notice.
BERTRAM FLEMING
Mr. Fleming finds time to kid us all even
though he is busy. The Juniors are mighty
proud to claim him as a "father to our class,"
as Fleming would say.
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THELMA BARTRAM
Thelma is a quiet little miss but we are
proud to have her in our ranks. Evidently
we aren't the only ones who like the quiet
girls. What do you say, Thelma?
JAMES BEAM
If it hadn't been for Jim I'm afraid the
Seniors would not have had a banquet given
in their honor. Jim is the boy who put the
candy on a cash basis. He's right there
every time, you bet, ask her!
MARGARET CHANDLER
If you should see a little girl, with black
eyes and hair, going to and from classes in
a very pensive mood, you'll know it's Mar-
garet. We never can forget the name she
made for herself in the Class Play. Mar-
garet is rather quiet this year—but then,
the mails are still running!
HARVEY AULD
It surely is an inspiration to see a smil-
ing face whenever we meet Harvey. He
isn't with us all of the time but we count
ourselves lucky when he is.
Page Fort
GEORGE GORDON
George is our basketball star. He surely
can get there on a basketball floor. We
don't see him very often at meetings but his
spirit is with us, isn't it, George?
EDITH WIGAL
Everyone likes Edith because she always
wears a smile. Edith is a star in lessons and
the class needs such members to hold up its
good reputation.
CARL FRAZIER
Carl is our faithful president. He has
carried our illustrious class through many
trials and tribulations. We oWe our grati-
tude to him for we know his time is pre-
cious—some of these girls have made it so.
IRENE SHANNON
We don't know what we would do if we
didn't have a pair of snappy eyes and that
Irish wit. Irene is always ready to help and
her character has won many boy's confidence
and all that and maybe more.
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CLAIR McNEEL
Clair hasn't much to say, but when he
does say something, it is worthwhile. We've
learned that much. We wonder if he likes
to say lots of nice things to someone else.
FRANCIS ANDERSON
She is a charter member of the notorious
Juniors. Frances likes Cedarville "all
right' but oh my how our hearts flutter
when she talks about Mu-kingum, tenor
voices and curly hair.
HEBER KEACH
We'll wager Heber has sold more candy
than anyone else. Heber is very essential
to the success of the Juniors. All of the
girls think so, don't they, Heber? Yes,
Sirreel
NEDRA WILSON
Nedra manages somehow to live from let-
ter to letter and from week to week. Never
mind, Nedra is a quiet, studious girl this
year and we are proud of her loyalty to us
and "others."
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BRASEL THOMPSON JAMIESON
Sophomore Class
WADDLE
Robert Thompson_ __________________________________________________ President
Blair Brasel.  Vice-President
Genevieve Jamieson Secretary
Lawrence Waddle. ____________________________________________________________ Treasurer
Cedarville, we are here;—yet. We came, we saw, we conquered one year, and we're
in the process of coming, seeing and conquering a second year.
We're glad we're here. Of course, we know you are. Who are we? Do you ask who
the Sophomores are? They are self-explanatory. They, and the best class are identical.
Prove it? Certainly.
Last year we were green, we'll admit. This year we're not even blue. We know we're
good. Last year we had haircuts. (But you can't keep a good man down.) This year we're
giving them. Last year we were young. Now we are venerated—by Freshmen.
We have good workers, good players, good sports, "good lookers"—and good eats. If
there's anything you can think of that we lack we've ordered it and it will be here soon.
We aren't egotistical. But, honestly, don't you think part of the laurels go to the
"Sophs"?
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DUFFY TURNER McKAY
Freshman Class
Brenton Turner  President
Silva Lyon  Vice-President
Mary E. McKay.  Secretary
Robert Duffy_   Treasurer
LYON
6
On September 7, 1927, about sixty emerald Freshmen first made their appearance at
Cedarville College. This was the largest entering class that the school has yet known.
The Freshman Class of '27 has made a real name for itself in athletics. We furnished
about half the football squad and also about half the basketball squad. With the baseball
season approaching, it appears that many more athletic laurels will be added to the Fresh-
man Class. We are proud to claim as one of our members Roy Smith, undoubtedly one of the
best athletes Cedarville has had in a long time.
At our feeds we seemed to be a little too strong for the "Sophs" to molest us, but
seventeen of us received free haircuts during the year, for which we are truly thankful and
hope to do the same by others. Of course, any style is becoming to US.
Studying? Ask US how. We know!
Ask anybody who we are. They all know. You can't miss us. We're the Freshmen!
—B. T.
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Cedarville State Normal
The educational department of Cedarville College. has been reorganized with
the cooperation of the State Department of Education, and is under its direct su-
pervision. Three courses of instruction prepared by the State Department are
offered. These are designed to prepare teachers for lower elementary, upper ele-
mentary, and high school instruction.
The outstanding feature is the attempt to present all subject matter from the
professional standpoint. This is not a new idea and has proven successful wherever
attempted. Much needs to be done to improve and extend this type of instruction
for training teachers for better service.
Observation and student teaching are necessary to fix desirable professional
ideals and habits. This is done in the public schools of Cedarville. The fine spirit
of cooperation, and convenient location near the College make an ideal situation
for the work.
The success of this first year's work is quite satisfactory to all concerned.
However, any new enterprise is apt to grow gradually in size and efficiency, and
it is the hope of those immediately concerned, that this venture may grow to larger
proportions as the years pass. With the decrease of the county normals, a greater
number will be seeking admission at other institutions; and with more rigid require-
ments preliminary to entering upon the work of teaching, a longer period in training
will be necessary. These conditions will no doubt insure growth for this department.
Initial steps have already been taken to extend the two-year normal course
to a four-year course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education.
Opportunities equal to the best are thus afforded for any who may desire such
advantages.
A group large enough to make the work interesting is desirable. But our aim
is for efficient work rather than for large numbers; to aid ambitious young people
with ability, at small cost; and to set high ideals for those who seek our aid, that
they may so equip themselves as to become masters within their spheres of influence.
A. J. H.
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STUDENTS NOT APPEARING IN PHOTOGRAPHS
Freshmen
Walter Boyer 
 Good Hope, Ohio
Wendell Boyer Good Hope, Ohio
Albert Turner_ 
_Selma, Ohio
Harold Osburn Granville, Ohio
Roy Smith_  
  __Belle Center, Ohio
Glen Wiseman 
 Waterloo, Ohio
Juniors
Robert Dean  
 
Cedarville, Ohio
Elementary Normal
Maurice Roseberry_ Milford Center, Ohio
STUDENTS ENTERING SECOND SEMESTER
Freshmen
Robert Cripps 
  _Springfield, Ohio
Maxwell Marshall  
 Xenia, Ohio
Norma McCartney_ Springfield, Ohic
Sophomores
Cammie Gormley 
 Cedarville, Ohio
Juniors
George Davis  
 
Jerusalem, Ohio
Dale Dutton -------- -- Dayton, Ohio
Elementary Normal
Robert Brust 
— 
__Milford Center, Ohio
Chester Violet Marysville, Ohio
-----
--
------------------------------
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The Department of Music
"Music, I yield to thee as wings to the sea,
I give my spirit to the flood of song,
Bear me upon thy breast in rapture or at rest,
Bathe me in pure delight and make me strong;
From strife and- struggle bring release,
And draw the waves of passion into tides of peace.
Music, in thee we float and lose the lonely note of self,
In thy celestial ordered strain,
The earthly songs most dear with joy, with peace,
We hear until those notes that gladdened mortal days,
Break on the coast of light in endless hymns."
—Henry Van Dyke.
HARMONY? Yes, it's found in music—and in our every day life. If we
fail to find it in music, we generally have difficulty in discovering the concord in
life's plan.
"Music is a moral law. It gives tone to the universe, wings to the wind, flight
to the imagination, a charm to sadness, gayety and life to everything."
We must be directed so that we can find this harmony and such a director is
Professor John A. Talcott. He is assisted in Piano by Mrs. Walter B. Corry, and
in Saxophone by Kenneth L. Little. Over fifty pupils are enrolled in the courses
of Piano, Voice, Pipe Organ, Theory, Counterpoint and Cornet.
Five members from the Department of Music furnished attractive numbers for
the "Style Show" which was held Thursday evening, March 24, 1927, in the Alford
Gymnasium.
Each year near the close of the second semester two recitals are given. Last
year the pupils of the Primary Department held their recital in the south alcove
of the Carnegie Library Building on May 28, while the larger Recital Concert was
held May 31st, in the Alford Gymnasium, consisting of piano, soprano, contralto
and baritone solos.
The Baccalaureate music of last year was furnished by the department, as-
sisted by the choir of the United Presbyterian Church and other invited vocalists.
ViI/%2IV 1,24.
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An invitation recital was held at the Library studios, April 12th, 1928. The
pianists playing were: Miss Wham, Miss Susannah West, and Miss Powers, assisted
by Miss Iliffe, contralto.
With the closing of the session 1927-'28 Professor Talcott is leaving our col-
lege, after five years of service.
"I AM MUSIC"
Servant and master am I; servant to those dead, and master of those living.
Through me spirits immortal speak the message that makes the world weep, and
laugh, and wonder, and worship.
I tell the story of love, the story of hate, the story that saves and the story
that damns. I am the incense upon which prayers float to Heaven. I am the
smoke which palls over the field of battle where men lie dying with me on their lips.
One I serve as I serve all; and the king I make my slave as easily as I subject
his slave. I speak through the birds of the air, the insects of the field, the shores,
the sighing of the wind in the trees, and I am even heard by the soul that knows me
in the clatter of wheels on city streets.
I know no brother, yet all men are my brothers; I am the father of the best
that is in them, and they are fathers of the best that is in me; I am of them and they
are of me. FOR I AM THE INSTRUMENT OF GOD.
00,00011.50,111,119,
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Cedarville College Seminary
Although the Cedarville College Seminary enrollment is not as large as in
former years, the seminary is still continuing its good work in preparing young
men theoretically and practically for definite Christian service.
The faculty is thoroughly trained and experienced and in every way compe-
tent to help fit young men for the labors and vicissitudes of religious work. Dr.
McChesney is Dean of the Seminary and this year has been teaching Systematic
Theology; Dr. F. A. Jurkat is Professor of Greek and Church History and Rev.
Ingmire has charge of the work in Archaeology and Religious Education. Other
seminary subjects have not been offered this year because of lack of demand for
them.
The following young men of the Cedarville Campus are looking forward to
the ministry: Clair McNeel, Myron McDonald, James Stormont, Edward Wones,
B. B. Fleming, Day Kennedy and Calvin Weimer.
Let us boost for a larger seminary enrollment next year.
C. T. W.
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FOOTBALL SQUAD
Football for '27
It has been done. The Cedarville College football Yellow Jackets have won
more than one game in a single season, but the number of games on the victory
side this year is advanced only one. Nevertheless two victories sound far better
than just one. Also the games that were lost, present a far more impressive story
than defeats of previous years. If each team for the next few years will continue
the habit of winning one more game than the season before, Cedarville will soon
have a very pleasing record.
The start of the season did not find the usual pre-season "dopsters" telling
everyone what a great football team C. C. was to have. This has been the annual
custom for years and everything has always been contrary to that predicted. But
this year after Coach Borst got his lads rounded up and into condition he placed
a team on the field that changed several records around the school as far as football
is concerned.
The team of '27 is the first team that has outscored its opponents in the season's
total scoring, since football was renewed at our institution. They defeated Antioch
on the Antioch gridiron, the first time this has been accomplished since 1899. The
Yellow Jackets also gained a double victory over Antioch for the season. This feat
has been the goal of every C. C. team and at last the seemingly impossible is pleasant
history.
Cedarville was booked to lose the first game with Ashland by forty points.
Ashland had a heavy veteran team and it was figured to tear Cedarville to shreads
in its first victory of the season. But when the battle was ended Ashland had ex-
perienced strong opposition from the Yellow Jackets and were lucky to win 12 to 6,
because Cedarville nearly won out in the final minutes of play.
With but two days rest the boys proceeded to administer a 38 to 0 defeat to
our "friendly enemies" from Antioch. The Yellow Jackets ripped giant holes in
Page Sixty-six
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the enemy's line, skirted their ends with ease, and tossed passes over their heads con-
sistently for long gains. Antioch threatened but once during the entire contest;
this was just after the game started. The Yellow Jackets called time-out and it
was unanimously decided that they form a stone wall defense. These intentions
were carried out perfectly. They were so perfect we doubt if all of Antioch could
have crushed the wall. As soon as Cedarville received the ball on downs Adair took
the ball and zig-zagged through the entire Antioch team, running eighty yards for
a touchdown. Late in the last half this same fleet footed -Yellow Jacket (no remarks
from the Zoologists, please) caused another sensation; the second time though, the
jaunt covered a distance of ninety yards.
The following Friday brought on the annual scramble with Capital. This was
Cedarville's one grand chance to wallop "Jerry" Katherman and his band of foot-
ball warriors. Our boys had the far better team; they were supposed to win. Two
forgotten feminine folks, though, found their way into the contest and perchance
they both settled down in the camp of the Columbus lads. "Dame Fortune" and
"Lady Luck" are the ladies mentioned above, in case you have not guessed. Cedar-
ville was leading 7 to 6. The game was nearly over. Cedarville had cleanly and
decisively outplayed their opponents all afternoon. A lucky break was Capital's
only chance; and they got it. A diminutive, substitute, Capital end, recovered a
Cedarville fumble. He tucked the ball in his arms and with the speed of three
scared antelopes struck out for the goal line; the farther he ran the faster k ran.
Capital 12, Cedarville 7. This little "unknown" had brought sudden and unexpected
hilarity to the Capital stands and caused more sudden and unexpected gloom in the
Cedarville group. Cedarville made another touchdown on the last play of the game,
but after the timekeepers, umpire and referee got together they decided the game
had ended with the preceding play. Just another football game lost by C. C.
That's all.
The next week unearthed another game lost by one touchdown. Someone must
have clipped the Yellow Jackets wings because they got off to a very poor start.
ft);VM/1411101/ 
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Rio Grande scored both her markers the first quarter. Cedarville put one over in
the second session. They came close to another several times the last half, but
always fell short those few necessary yards. Rio Grande 13, Cedarville 6.
The next week was a repetition, except the scores were advanced six points on
each side. Cedarville got off to a slow start as usual. Bluffton scoring two touch-
downs in the initial stanza. The Yellow Jackets then managed to sprout some new
wings and made six points before the half ended. They kept up the good work
as soon as play resumed and scored again, but missed their chance to tie the score.
Just before the game ended an elongated wingman of the Bluffton crew leaped (we
are afraid to say how high) into the air and snatched a pass behind our goal line
to give his team the decided edge in points scored.
At Kent the unusual happened. Cedarville got off to a flying start and scored
twice before Kent awakened to fact that they were in a football game. Before the
half ended though, Kent was wide awake and scored a touchdown. At the start of
the second half Cedarville registered again but on all three occasions they failed
on their extra points. Kent had been successful on her extra point attempt. A bur-
ley lad by the name of Kilbourne then cut loose. The way he plowed through the
line was "Too Bad." He accounted for two more touchdowns single handed and
united with his seven previous points it placed his team one point ahead of Cedarville.
Thus the game ended. Kent State Normal 19, Cedarville 18.
- Quakers do not believe in war but anyway the next battle was with Earlham
at Richmond, Ind. Once more Cedarville had the lead as the game was in its final
stages. This time a long Earlham forward pass tied the score. Cedarville scored
two more touchdowns before the game ended but on both occasions the ball was
brought back and Cedarville penalized. Both teams won. Both teams lost. Cedar-
ville 13, Earlham 13.
Cedarville then played host to Antioch in the lone home game of the season.
Antioch held up wonderfully the first half. They completely checked the onslaught
of the Borstites. They scored first on a perfectly executed play. The roses were
not so rosy over Cedarville way. The Yellow Jackets did not score until one minute
before the half ended and copped the lead by making the extra point. When the
second half started "Happy" Rutan decided to exhibit his wares. From then on
it was only a matter of time. This lad tore into the Antioch line with the power of
a battering ram and the speed of Paddock. The aerial game was brought into play
and the flanks were also skirted with dazzling speed. After much figuring and
counting the score was settled: Cedarville 40, Antioch 6.
The final game is quite a blemish. The boys had exerted all the football
energy they possessed in the hard fought Earlham and Antioch games. Three games
in one week is too strenuous for any college team. The cold wind, rain, sleet ana
rocky gridiron did not coincide with football. Ball's State Normal School, Muncie,
Ind., is the only team that blanked C. C. all season and while they were doing that
they were scoring forty-three points of their own.
The Cedrus feels that it is only fitting and proper that they give personal men-
tion to the three seniors of the squad of '27 who have so nobly performed on the
gridiron under the colors of Cedarville College. Captain William "Wee" Nagley,
quarterback, Dave Adair, half-back, and Paul Brown, left tackle, captain '26. We
wish that they could continue to play on at C. C., but graduation must take its toll.
Such is the life of a college athlete; just as he reaches the peak of his career he
must advance to the higher levels of life. We trust that they can instill into the
teams which they coach next year the spirit and ability they displayed for us.
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BOYS' BASKET BALL SQUAD
Boys' Basketball at C. C. '27-'28
The boys basketball team of '27 and '28 of Cedarville College is termed by all
critics as the best team ever turned out at the institution, with due respect to all
great teams of the past. This year's team was by far the outstanding small college
team of the state; defeating all the smaller colleges and several of the larger ones.
The season's record shows a total of seventeen games won against eight lost. Three
of these losses were only logical. One to the University of Cincinnati, Champions
of the Buckeye Conference; Ohio Wesleyan, runners up in the same loop, and one
to St. Xavier, conquerors of Cincinnati. There was a lot of newspaper propaganda
scattered around at the start of the season, to the effect that Cedarville claimed
they had "the best team in the state." Of course when Cedarville played the two
teams that later proved themselves the best in the state and did not make as credit-
able a showing as everyone expected, the general run of things did not go along so
smoothly. Soon afterward though, the team hit its stride and mowed down all op-
position as fast as it came up; proving that they were at least one of the best teams
of the state.
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The first game brought much joy and optimism concerning future games.
Antioch was the first victim of the season for the Yellow Jackets. A victory over
Antioch is one thing that brings much rejoicing around the school and, when it is
done to the tune of 40 to 15—well, there is just lots and lots of happiness. The
starting lineup consisted of five veterans. Nagley and Adair at forwards, R. Jacobs
at center, and Gordon and Little, guards. This team put forth an exceedingly fast
offensive attack and the small score of Antioch shows their defensive power. Coach
Borst then arranged another team composed of Fisher and Schuller, forwards, Smith,
center, Fulton and R. Jacobs, guards. A third team was also inserted into the
fray about the middle of the last quarter. Allen and Morton, forwards; Marshall,
center, Turner and E. Jacobs, guards. With this galaxy of material playing in mid
season form in its first game, it surely looked as if Cedarville was in for a big year.
Next on deck was the fitful night with the Cincy "Bearcats." Cincinnati
couldn't have missed a basket if they had tried, and the boys were not allowed to
climb up the Giant Bolton and stop him, so all in all it was a horrible night for the
Yellow Jackets. There Iv ere so many score books and so many goals that every one
differed, after the game. The official score was finally called 71 to 19.
The "Battling Bishops" from Ohio Wesleyan came down to the Alford Gym,
expecting to do the same thing but during most of the first half it looked as if
Cedarville was going to pull the biggest upset of the season. The Methodists were
played to a stand still, but as time wore on they steadily forged ahead and the game
ended quite one-sided. Cedarville again made nineteen points and Wesleyan was
permitted fifty-four.
Wilmington still had the old "jinx" on our boys and administered them their
third straight defeat. As usual the game resembled a rough football game instead
of what it was supposed to be. The Holidays brought on a needed rest and gave
the boys a chance to forget their three defeats and start life anew.
Santa Claus visited this region Christmas and left a few victories up in the
gymnasium. In fact, out of the next fourteen contests the Yellow Jackets emerged
victorious on twelve occasions. The first string of victories consisted of four and
the other was the longest consecutive winning streak of the season which numbered
eight.
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The first game after vacation was with Springfield Business College. Coach
Borst used several combinations of players. The three previous hard games had given
him little chance to get a good line on his new material. The game was fairly even
until the latter part, when the five veterans were placed in the game at their usual
positions, and scored five field goals in less than three minutes.
Defiance presented the next visitors and victims at the Alford Gym. The
upstate lads could not keep up the pace set by the fast flying Yellow Jackets.
Cedarville led all the while and never was in danger of being placed on the wrong
end of the score.
The next victory came, after a visit to Urbana Junior College. The second
team which was now composed of five Freshmen played nearly the whole game.
The varsity saw action only the latter part of the second quarter. The second
stringers proved they could easily handle the situation by winning 36 to 16.
The fourth straight win was the result of another victory over Defiance. The
boys defeated Defiance worse at Defiance than they did on their own floor. Our
boys made more points, and Defiance less than in the game at the Alford Gym.
Findlay brought an abrupt end to the short winning streak. This was the least
expected defeat of the season, but Findlay's continual trying, and undying spirit
netted them a one point victory.
The following night the Yellow Jackets jumped back into the win column, but
only after a hectic struggle with Rio Grande. The boys from down along the river
staged a desperate rally in the closing minutes that was a hard one to check. Cedar-
ville did not care to lose two games in a row so they gained control of the ball and
held it until the game was over.
There were no records showing that Cedarville ever defeated Antioch at An-
tioch, or twice in the same season. Now there are records to this effect that are
satisfactory to Cedarville followers. Examination week is not the best time in the
world to stage a basketball game; nevertheless the Yellow Jackets came through with
flying colors. The 41 to 37 score in favor of Cedarville changed a bit of history.
The game with St. Xavier was not so satisfactory. There are several good ex-
cuses to offer, but the Irish must have a real basketball team if they defeated U.
of C.
[GI ,ze.140,
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Probably the most thrilling game of the season occurred when Cedarville
journeyed to Wilberforce. Cedarville held a very comfortable lead until the middle
of the final half. Wilberforce started a drive that did not stop until it brought
them a three-point margin, with but a few minutes to play. The Yellow Jackets
came back strong and snatched the lead again. A few seconds later Wilberforce
was ahead. Just before the final gun cracked, Gordon made a very difficult basket
which gave the victory of the brilliant game to Cedarville.
The Yellow Jackets took a southern tour that netted them two more victories.
Rio Grande was decisively beaten again and Kentucky Wesleyan was the other vic-
tim. The latter game marked the opening of athletic relations between the two
schools. The night after the boys got home, they drove to Xenia and showed the
Downtown Country Club team of that place how to play basketball.
Cedarville made it five in a row by walloping the great team of Bliss Business
College. Bliss lost but two games this season and most of their victories were over
high class teams. This game also changed a bit of history because it was the first
time any Cedarville team had downed the Bliss lads.
The old grads and former students were treated to some real basketball in the
Home-Coming game with Ashland. Ashland presented a classy combination, but
the Yellow Jackets are a hard aggregation to beat on Home-Coming night. The
game was a nip and tuck affair but Cedarville emerged with a 37 to 32 victory.
Cedarville made it seven straight when Urbana came down for another dose
from the Yellow Jacket stinger. Cedarville had much difficulty in getting started
but after they did, they ran up their highest score of the year.
Our boys got sweet revenge when they played the return game with Findlay.
The upstate lads had planned on defeating Cedarville twice but their plans did not
look so good when the game was over and the Yellow Jackets had won their eighth
consecutive game by defeating them 39 to 30.
Wilberforce paid us a visit, stopped the winning streak, and secured their
sought for revenge. The colored lads just couldn't be stopped, and that was all
there was to it.
The northern trip produced a victory and a defeat. Ashland didn't let the boys
down them again, but Kent couldn't help themselves. The latter game though, was
won only by a one point margin, after an uphill battle.
The "Green Tornado" from Wilmington brought the "Jinx" along with it to
the Alford Gym. "Shifty" Bolen's boys received an inspiration somewhere, and
.40.1.•••••••
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played their best basketball of the season while Cedarville was performing below
par.
The final game was spectacular with its defensive play on both sides. The
Yellow Jackets had a slight edge; thus defeating Kent State and lowering the
curtain on the school's most successful basketball season.
Graduation will take but two players from the team. Dave Adair, honorary
captain, and William Nagley, high scorer of the team. These fellows were at the
head of the offensive machine and now Coach Borst is confronted with the task of
finding two new men who can exhibit the offensive power of Adair and Nagley.
Antioch
Cincinnati
Ohio Wesleyan 
Wilmington
Springfield Business College  
Defiance
Opp.
15
71
54
38
27
28
C. C.
40
19
19
26
39
40
Urbana Junior College 16 32
Defiance 27 41
Findlay 
  27 26
Rio Grande 
 25 27
Antioch 37 41
St. Xavier 40 13
Wilberforce 28 29
Rio Grande 27 38
Kentucky Wesleyan   36 38
Xenia Downtown Country Club 20 39
Bliss Business College 33 48
Ashland ___ 
  32 37
Urbana Junior College 17 48
Findlay _____ 30 39
Wilberforce 33 19
Ashland _— ---------- — -------- — ----- ----- -------- --- -----------53 40
Kent State Normal 31 32
Wilmington _____ 52 37
Kent State Normal 24 28
APO/
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GIRLS' BASKET BALL SQUAD
The success of the past season was due to the fine sportsmanship and cooperation of
everyone; players, coach, faculty, student body, and the manager, Irene Shannon.
Tanner (F), Auld (F), Raisanen (G), Mitchell (G), are the only regulars left to bring
glory to C. C. next year, but we have some promising players among the Freshmen.
Those graduating are:
CAPTAIN HELEN • ILIFFE (GUARD)
Helen led our girls to success this past season. A more worthy person than our red-
haired captain would be hard to find. An ideal Captain. A good sport. A real leader.
CHRISTINE SMITH (CENTER)
Christine's loss will be keenly felt. She had a good eye for the basket and—could she
jump?
LELIA LE1VIAR (GUARD)
Lee—a good sport, guaranteed to prevent any forward from making baskets. We'll
miss you, Lee.
NELLIE BOWSHIER (GUARD)
We've heard little of Nellie before this year, but she surely has made up for lost time.
Next season's squad will miss her assistance.
MARGUERITE DONALDSON (FORWARD)
A better sport could not be found than our basket-shooting "Peg". She has done much
for Cedarville during her three years with us.
MARY CIMINELLI (FORWARD)
A good sport and always jolly, our little Mary. A valuable asset to any team, and the
life of any trip.
SCORES IN SEASON'S GAMES
Springfield Jacamars 13 Cedarville 23
Springfield B. C. 10 Cedarville 20
Findlay 27 Cedarville 21
Springfield Y. W.  1 Cedarville 26
Antioch 37 Cedarville 24
Wilberforce  4 Cedarville 22 •
Dayton Delco-Lites 18 Cedarville 14
Ohio Northern U. 33 Cedarville 16
Findlay 20 Cedarville 16
Wilberforce 18 Cedarville 24
Ohio Northern U. 20 Cedarville 20
Cedarville High 12 Cedarville 17
wee 
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ON TO VICTORY ! !
SONG
Tune—Sweet Genevieve
Oh, Cedarville, 'tis thee we love!
For thee we'll do our very best,
Though others may more favored be
We'll honor thee above the rest!
Oh, Cedarville!
Orange and Blue, Fight! Fight!
Orange and Blue, Fight! Fight!
Who fight? You fight!
Orange and Blue, Fight! Fight!
Who's gonna win win?
Who's gonna win win?
Who's gonna win win, now?
We're gonna win win!
We're gonna win win!
We're gonna win win, now!
Yea, Cedarville! Yea, Cedarville!
Yea, Cedarville!
With a C
With an E
With a DAR
With a V
With an I
With an LLE
CEDARVILLE!
RAH!
Yea, Cedarville,
Don't be slow!
Beat 
Let's go!
Guard 'em high!
Guard 'em low!
Guard 'em everywhere they go!
Guard 'em, Cedarville!
Let's go!
Yea, Team! Fight, fight!
Yea, Team! Fight, fight!
Cedarville, fight, fight, fight!
Hello, , Hello,
Hello, , Hello,
Cedarville says, "Hello"!
They, they, they're all right!
Who, who, who's all right?
They're all right! Who's all right?
Team, Team, Team!
The "pep" which has been shown by the student body, during the basket ball
season has been splendid. But then,—we just couldn't help yelling when we'd
see "Bill" Curry, out in front, in her nifty white outfit, and the little orange and
blue cap, with "Jasper" and "Jimmie" lending their support at various times.
ARION.FMAIWIWIMINIWWWIWAIO
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Cedrus Staff
McMILLAN
Mary Webster 
 Editor-in-Chief
John Johnson 
 Assistant Editor and Advertising
James McMillan Business Manager
Prof. F. A. Jurkat Faculty Advisor
Robert Thompson 
 Artist
Helen Iliffe Assistant Art Editor
Genevra Jamieson 
 
_Snapshot Editor
Genevieve Jamieson_ Snapshot Editor
Ruth Collins  Society Editor
Silva Lyon    Humor Editor
Ada McKay Music Editor
Jean Morton__ _________ _______ Assistant Advertising
Irene Shannon._  Athletic Editor
Dallas Marshall._ Athletic Editor
The aim of the Cedrus Staff of 1928 has been to produce a book worthy of
Cedarville College. Some one has said, "there is joy in service," so there is a
sense of joy in the work of publishing a college annual. We consider it a privilege
as well as a responsibility to be members of the Cedrus Staff. The publishing of
an annual, even in a small college, is, indeed, a task of no small degree. During
the year, difficulties have arisen which have almost overshadowed our ambitions,
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MORTON SHANNON MARSHALL McKAY COLLINS
ILIFFE JAMIESON JAMIESON LYON
but we have never forgotten our aim to compile as worthy a Cedrus as possible. W e
submit the finished product and, hope that it will meet with your approval. After
inspecting our work, we realize that we have made many mistakes. Several of the
staff members were new in their respective positions, but they soon acquainted
themselves with the various intricacies of the work and went at their tasks with
determination.
hi compiling the book, the work of supervision has been capably directed by
Professor F. A. Jurkat. We are very grateful to him for his advice, both literary
and financial. We also wish to thank other members of the faculty for their willing
assistance, as well as members of the student body who have contributed articles
from time to time and have shown a friendly interest in the book.
•
This book is of the College and its pages were inspired by devotion to it. We
feel that the work we have done has bound us closer to our Alma Mater.
If, through these pages you are helped to recall and live over again in mem-
ory those many happy days of 1927-1928, our task is well done, and we shall feel
amply repaid for our efforts.
—The Editor.
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Student Body
Day Kennedy_____President
James McMillan  Vice-President
Lois Estle   _Secretary-Treasurer
Frank Graham Cheer Leader
Roland Russel__ Cheer Leader
Wilma Curry, James Beam_ _Cheer Leaders, Second Semester
There are many factors necessary to the maintenance of a college, but, after all, what
is a college without a group of students. We, of Cedarville College, for that reason, if for
no other, feel that our Student Group is worthy of some consideration.
At Cedarville you will find "pep" if you judge by our athletic reputation as well as
by our achievements in other lines of activity. You will find earnestness and a desire to
strive for and obtain the best even at the sacrifice of petty pleasures. You will find the
spirit of fairness and kindliness permeating the atmosphere. And, too, we believe that you
will find loyalty here—loyalty to fellow students, to superiors, and above all, loyalty to our
Alma Mater. For, breathes there a Cedarville College student who never at any time in
his college career has said, "This is my own—my very own Alma Mater, and I am proud of
her".
"0 Cedarville! 0 Cedarville!
Home of our student days,
Forever may thy name abide
And lasting be thy praise". —L. E.
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Cedar Needles Staff
Calvin Weimer 
 Editor-in-Chief
Silva Lyon Associate Editor
Dallas Marshall _ _  _Sport Editor
Mary Ruth Wham  
 Society Editor
James Lemon Joke Editor
Margaret Chandler  Feature Editor
James Stormont_  Business Manager
James Beam Advertising Manager
Prof. Bertha Dolby .  Literary Advisor
Prof. M. L. Fraser  . Financial Advisor
During the year, the place of Cedar Needles on the college campus has be-
come well established, due to the efforts of those in charge of the work, and the
co-operation of the faculty, student body, and community.
At the beginning of the year, the paper was edited and published by a staff
composed of members of the Journalism Classes under the direction of Miss Dolby,
and considerable progress was made.
To place Cedar Needles on the full basis of a student college publication, at
the outset of the second semester a new staff was selected from the entire student
body to carry on the work. Several new departments were created and each staff
member was made wholly responsible for all articles within the sphere of his de-
partment.
Under this new form of organization and operation, the staff took up its work
eagerly and earnestly, with the desire to give their very best to the project, and a
determination to make Cedar Needles a most potent factor for good on the Cedar-
ville College Campus.
Whether this has been achieved, the student body is the best judge.
Those interested in the Needles cannot but be of the opinion that it is still
in its infancy and that its best days lie ahead. —C. T. W.
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Young Women's Christian Association
Mary Webster__  President
Ada McKay__  Fice-President
Josephine Auld  Secretary and Treasurer
Irene Shannon Undergraduate Representative
Prof. Bertha Dolby_   Faculty Advisor
Lois Estle  Program Chairman
Helen Iliffe_ Social Chairman
Wilda Bickett _____________________ World Fellowship Chairman and Publicity
Ruth Collins_____________________________Social Service Chairman
The Young Women's Christian Association supplies a peculiar need in the life of every
Cedarville College girl. Primarily, its purpose is Christian as we infer from the name. The
great objective of the association—"We unite in the determination to live unreservedly Jesus'
law of love, in every relationship, and so to know God," places a tremendous responsibility
on every girl who desires membership in the association.
The blue triangle, the symbol of the Y. W. C. A., stands for that three-sided development
—body, mind and spirit. No one of these can be neglected if we are to attain the abundant
life. The only way we can realize this rich, creative life is through "a growing knowledge
of God".
The association offers unique opportunities for the development of friendship, in the
highest conception of the word. Girls who are seeking to find rich, creative life, are drawn
together by closer than ordinary bonds. When a Y girl lights her candle from the big
candle, in our impressive committal service, she wants more than anything else to "follow
the gleam", and in doing so she must employ all the resourees at her command.
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Our association at Cedarville College attempts to guide girls in seeking to find the abund-
ant life. For this reason, our meetings have been varied. During the first part of the year,
in our regular Wednesday morning meetings, we discussed the meaning of membership in
the Y. W. C. A., its purpose and activities, both as a National organization and also as a
student organization in our school. ,
In order that we might know more about students of other lands, our World Fellow-
ship Chairman led in the discussion of the book—"Latin American Peoples". Another in-
teresting program, brought through this same department, was that given by the Wilber-
force Quartet, in song and story.
The second semester we considered four big projects
Travel (A trip from Cedarville to Europe).
When It's Hard to be a Christian.
Etiquette.
Girls Who Did
It is hard to choose those social activities which we want to remember. However, some
are outstanding. The Welcome Tea given the opening day of College; the informal break-
fast given by the Cabinet at the beginning of the membership campaign, and attended by
every girl in college; the Hallowe'en Party, given by the Y. M.; the joint Valentine Party;
the formal banquet, addressed by Dr. Auleene Marley Jamison, Dean of Women at Mus-
kingum College; and the girls' Mock Wedding.
As a part of our social service work, we remember the needy with well-filled baskets
every Thanksgiving. Three programs have been open to members of the community—the
Committal Service, our Christmas program and the Silver Tea.
Our visions were broadened by Miss Maude Gwinn, National Student Secretary, who
visited us for two days. Aside from speaking to a group of the girls, Miss Gwinn was
available for private conferences. The Cabinet entertained at a dinner in Miss Gwinn's
honor.
The president of the association and the faculty advisor were privileged to attend the
Geneva Conference, during the summer months. It is the ambition of this year's cabinet
that a larger delegation attend the conference this summer; for there, every girl has
the experience of ten days of "real living", and she returns to her own campus with a
fuller realization of the Y. W. C. A. in all its activities. —m. W.
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Young Men's Christian Association
Day Kennedy   President
Blair Brasel Vice-President
Dallas Marshall_   Secretary
James Stormont_ Treasurer
Prof. A. J. Hostetler__ Faculty Advisor
Calvin Weimer   _Program Chairman
Frank Graham   _Social Chairman
Paul Brown_  _World Affairs Chairman
Clair McNeel_ Gospel Team
Robert Thompson  Publicity
W. W. Galloway Community Advisor
The Christian organizations play an important part in our college life here
at Cedarville. The Y. M. C. A. seeks to train men physically, mentally and spirit-
ually. It is a constructive influence in the building of Christian Character.
The regular weekly meetings are sources of spiritual benefit and enlightenment
to all who attend. In our meetings we aim to help young men to find God's plan
for their lives and to ally themselves with that plan. We have indeed been fortu-
nate in securing speakers from various walks of life. These men have brought us
helpful and inspiring messages out of their own personal experience in life. The
Y. M. has cooperated with the Y. W. in bringing speakers and musicians of note to
our college campus. It was a great privilege to have Dr. Biederwolf and Mr.
Grimes with us in one of our joint meetings, and in another meeting to have the
Wilberforce quartette entertain us.
 ArAMIIINO ownriroar
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Two of our members attended the Lake Geneva Y. M. C. A. Conference which
was held last June. This was made possible through the kindness of Mr. W. W.
Galloway, the churches of Cedarville, and other friends of the organization. These
delegates have tried to put into practice some of the good things they learned at
the conference, in order that the will of Christ may be made more effective in
our daily campus life.
The social activities have not been neglected in our program. We have had
many good times together which have deepened the spirit of friendship. We shall
long remember the Hallowe'en Party and other social affairs of the year in which
the Christian organizations have taken a leading part.
One of the worthwhile accomplishments of our association this year was the
College Minstrel which was presented March 28th, under the able direction of Mr.
A. G. Duffey of South Charleston.
We desire to thank our many friends who have helped in any way to make the
year a success in our Y. M. work. D. K.
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Philadelphian Literary Society
McKAY
John Johnson_   President
Lois Estle.  Vice-President
Ada McKay Secretary-Treasurer
Helen Iliffe_ Program Chairman
Frances McChesney_  Assistant Program Chairman
At the beginning of the College year of 1927 and 1928, we were slightly
handicapped by the resignation of some of the officers who generally arrange for
the opening session and organize for the ensuing year. Even though we were a
little slow in organizing we were preparing for a great drive in the meantime.
We endeavored to enlist in our ranks all worthy members willing to conform
to and help in making this society better than ever before. In this number as well
as in our old members we were fortunate indeed to have secured so many talented
students who excel in music, literary, and dramatic art. For this we are very
proud but hope and trust that they will ever make it their duty to help others to
be able members of society.
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Philosophic Literary Society
Carl Frazier  President
Clarabel Hunt   Vice-President
Alberta Hemphill._ Secretary
James Beam Treasurer
In 1895 the originators of the Philosophic Literary Society adopted the motto,
"Be Perpetual Always." From that date until the present time, the members of this
society have endeavored to maintain the standard their motto implies, and in a large
measure they have been successful. Although small in number, they have been
patient and earnest in their efforts. One of their chief characteristics has been a
willingness to work.
In the spring of 1927, after a year noted for regular and interesting meetings,
attended by a very enthusiastic and faithful group of students, the members of the
society came to realize that a number of them were to graduate that year, and that
not more than ten or twelve of the "old faithful" would return in the fall. With
consternation they came to realize that their motto must be applied without, as
well as within, the society. As a result, an extensive membership campaign was
started. A membership committee was appointed whose duty was to learn the
names of prospective students and to welcome them to Cedarville College and to
invite them to attend the Philosophic Literary Society. The committee was very
faithful in performing its duties, and at the first meeting in the fall of 1927, quite
a few new students were present.
e eee 
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Gilmore, Morton, Jamieson, Watson, Dickman, Webster, Shannon, Jamieson, Auld, Beam,
Chandler, McKay, Van Pelt, Estle, Iliffe, McChesney, Burns, Wolff, West, Wham, Wilson
Girls' Glee Club
Music is an art over which the Muses preside. It is one of the fine arts, and
for the first time in the history of Cedarville College it is in her possession in the
form of a Girls' Glee Club. Much interest has been taken in the organization and
it is hoped that it will become a permanent institution in the college.
As yet only one appearance has been made and that at Dr. McChesney's re-
ception. A concert is being planned for a future date.
The personnel follows: First Sopranos—Gertrude Gilmore, Margaret Dick-
man, Susannah West, Zora Smith, Mary Elizabeth McKay, Margaret Chandler.
Second Sopranos—Nedra Wilson, Mary Webster, Stewart Watson, Jean Morton,
Hilma Raisanen, Kathryn Van Pelt, Dorothy Wolff. First Altos—Frances Mc-
Chesney, Lenna Beam, Freda Estle, Genevieve Jamieson, Josephine Auld, Ada Mc-
Kay. Second Altos—Mary Ruth Wham, Irene Shannon, Anita Printz. Pianist—
Helen Iliffe. Assistant Pianist—Genevra Jamieson. Director—Ruth Burns.
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1College Orchestra
It has been said that music hath charms to soothe; with this in mind the col-
lege orchestra was organized soon after the beginning of the first semester. Prac-
tice was adhered to faithfully and the debut was made at the Cedrus Play in No-
vember. Later appearances were at the Junior Play, the Home Coming Banquet,
and the College Minstrel.
The members of the orchestra are as follows: First Violins—Irene Shannon,
Viola Curry, Kenneth Conklin. Cello—Lillian Yaple. Mandolin—Dorothy Wolff.
Banjo—Kenneth Ralston. Cornets—Robert Duffy, Irvin Harner, Myron Mc-
Donald. Saxophones—Janis Carter, Kenneth Little, Vernon Hickman. Bells—
Elizabeth Haydock. Trombones—James Lemon, A. C. Ewbank. Pianist—Helen
Iliffe. Director—Ruth Burns.
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The Cedarville College Eating Club
John Johnson_ _Steward
Mrs. Clara Morton   Matron
Jennie Hamilton-  Cook
We might have an excellent appetite but nothing satisfies unless there is a
good mixture of friendship and fun. For this reason at the noon hour a large
number of students congregate in the waiting room at the College Club. Here they
eagerly listen for the jingle of the bell, the call to the dining room across the hall.
Last year the Club group chose John Johnson as steward, who has efficiently
and patiently served in this office. Only those who have pursued the duties of a
steward know the worries and troubles connected with the work. We again have
had the kind services of Mrs. Morton as matron, assisting in her own capable way.
Many a frown has been chased away by the cheery smile and witty words of Jen-
nie Hamilton, the cook. So we, especially those who have assisted in the dish
washing process, shall not forget the minutes, perhaps the hours, spent pleasantly
and profitably in the rooms of the College Club. —W. B.
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The Alumni Association
Rev. R. W. Ustick 
J. E. McClellan_ 
 Vice-President
Hazel Edwards 
 _ 
_Secretary-Treasurer
Martha K. Anderson Corresponding Secretary
The 1928 Cedrus Staff, in publishing an Alumni Section, is carrying out the
wishes of the 1927 Staff that such a section be made a permanent feature of the
book. We feel that such a plan will make a closer bond between the Alumni and the
active student body. We have made a careful effort to get in touch with each Alum-
nus of the College. It is our earnest hope that as the years go by, the Alumni
Section may grow, and that those who have graduated will await each Cedrus as
expectantly as does the active student body.
We wish to extend our thanks to those Alumni who found time to send the
following information:
CORNELIUS BRUCE 
_____ California
Principal of High School.
Entered first class and at all times was a member thereof until forced out
by illness in May, 1897. Was not granted a diploma until 1898. Began
teaching in western Nebraska in December, 1897, attended Colorado State
Normal School one year, , graduating with degree Bachelor of Pedagogy in
1900. Taught a country school in Colorado one year and received the degree
of Master of Arts from C. C. in 1901. From 1901 to 1904 was teacher of
English in the Philippine Islands. Took a post-graduate course in pedagogy
at Greeley, Colorado, receiving the degree Master of Pedagogy in 1905. The
following three years were spent as principal or superintendent in high schools
in Colorado, removing to California in 1908 where for two years he was prin-
cipal of a grammar school. For the past eighteen years he has been principal
of high schools in Southern California, having been principal of the Holtville
Union High School since 1925.
Three men, all wonderful teachers, have profoundly influenced his life
and made him choose teaching as a profession. Prof. J. G. Graham, principal
of Xenia High School, was the first, Doctor W. R. McChesney was the second
and President Z. X. Snyder of Greeley was the third. Three men with higher
ideals have never been found and they each have been and still are an inspira-
tion.
1927, just 30 years since leaving the halls of Cedarville College, has been
eventful in that we have celebrated our silver wedding anniversary, the sub-
ject of this sketch having married Miss Edith McMullin, a graduate of
Greeley, in 1902, and both children married last fall. Mrs. Collins is teaching
an elementary class in a neighboring school.
Mr. Collins is a leader in fraternal and teachers' organizations, he rep-
resenting Imperial County for many years in the Councils of the California
State Teachers' Association.
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DOROTHY COLLINS   Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brooklyn Federation of Churches
I've been thinking about our class of 1916, which was one of the large
classes to graduate: Merle Rife at Tarkio; Ralph Elder, Knoxville College;
Orland Ritchie, England (has a pastorate there); Thomas Whyte, Philadelphia,
Pa. These are our "divines". There are also several teachers, Carey Ritchie;
William Hastings, Mildred Foster, and George Sieglar. David Bradfute is on
the farm. Three of the girls are married, Ada Wallace, Mildred Crouse and
Gladys Post; and three of us are not, Margaret Rife, Mary Bird and Dorothy
Collins.
ALICE DATNES  Cedarville, Ohio
RETURN
You led me in those young untutored years
Through day and night,
Brought hope and vision and dispelled my fears,
My peerless light.
But in the maze of life I lost your gleam
Being foolish-wise,
And on an alien and misguiding beam
I set my eyes.
Now down these latter years my way I grope,
And from afar
Return to thee, oh ultimate dear hope,
Oh, long lost star. —A. D.
REV. D. HAROLD HAMMOND   Huntsville, Ohio
Pastor of United Presbyterian Church
Six years removed from one's Alma Mater makes you appreciate Cedar-
ville all the more as the years go by; I must not recall my pranks, nor have
I any great attainments to speak of; but having been Editor of Cedrus 1924,
I can appreciate your efforts in 1928.
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REV. GAVIN REILLY_  Bradford, Ohio
Pastor of Presbyterian Church
Cedarville College lives in my mind not as an institution merely, but as
a living monument to Truth and Honor.
I am deeply hopeful that from out her halls may continue to go men and
women, fired with a passion to serve God and their fellowmen.
M. EARLE COLLINS  Assinit, Egypt
Professor in Assiut College
"Congratulations to C. C.'s 1928 basket ball team and its coach! I have
been laboring under the burden of athletic director of Assiut College this past
year. We have 700 boys enrolled. My basket ball team captured the Cham-
pionship of Egypt for the second year in succession. I enjoy my work so well
that I have lengthened my contract to four years instead of three."
MARY E. OUTRAM   Cable, Ohio
The four years I spent in Cedarville College were pleasant and profitable
indeed. I know that the vision of life given me by Dr. McChesney and his
associates will always abide with me. Hoping for a bigger, better year for
my Alma Mater.
1927
FRED WILLS_ Chicago, Illinois
I was given liberal credit in McCormick Seminary, for all the work with
C. C. and the Seminary Department. I was admitted as a second year student.
Therefore, I shall graduate here next year, May, 1929. My recollections of
the many activities of college life are too numerous to mention and too vivid
to forget. From comparisons with students from other colleges and experi-
ences on other campuses, I don't think there is anywhere in the world a more
democratic spirit, and wholesome atmosphere than is found at Cedarville. I
hope it may long continue.
I am very much gratified by the fine record that Coach Borst and the
athletic teams have made. I hope their success may continue. I am glad,
too, for the continuation of "Cedar Needles". It brings back many pleasant
mergories with every copy.
/AO .000^•04,0011,4115•WOVIO O. re^.
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WILLARD BARLOW  Wilmington, Ohio
Teacher in Kingman H. S.
I am always on the lookout for happenings and news of Cedarville Col-
1 ge. Although I am out of college I will always be thinking of the good times
and training that I received there.
l',OROTHY LACKEY  Xenia, Ohio
Teaching is interesting, but I fear it would he like a sandwich without the
filling, if it were not for the pleasant memories of the good times and the
friendships made at "dear old C. C.".
KATHRYN HUGHES  Cedarville, Ohio
Teacher in Cedarville Public Schools.
CARL H. SHANKS ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,, _ ,,,,,,,,,, _  __Port William, Ohio
Principal of High School.
ISABEL CLARKE   _West Middlesex, Penna.
MRS. HUGH FRASER (nee Ruth l3urbick) Wellsville, Ohio
LOIS GRACE BAUGHN   Yellow Springs, Ohio
Teacher in Junior High.
Always interested in old C. C.
And to it I will always obedient be,
A splendid place for knowledge
Is our dear old Cedarville College.
MAE McKAY   Kingman, Ohio
Teacher in High School.
"Cedarville misses Mae: We wonder if Mae misses Cedarville".
MARTHA DEAN
"How lucky
So they say.
nics, class feeds,
a student again.
Cedarville, Ohio
Professor in Cedarville College.
to still be at C. C.".
Yes, but—gone are the irresponsible days of breakfast pie-
hikes and parties. I like to be a teacher but I'd rather be
 4‘,
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RALPH BAKER  Dayton, Ohio
N. C. R. Plant.
MARY BEAM_ Wheelersburg, Ohio
Teacher in High School.
ELIZABETH CRESWELL Dayton, Ohio
Mart Tea Room
LAWRENCE DOUTHETT Hamilton, Ohio
Levy Shoe Co.
PAUL ORR__ __________________ 
____________________________________________ . _ McConnellsville, Ohio
Teacher and Coach in High School.
JOHN ROCKHOLD Dayton, Ohi 3
Teacher of Physical Education.
ROBERT TURNBULL   _ Columbus, Ohio
O. S. U.
HAROLD HUSTON Urbana, Ohio
Teacher in High School.
WILLIAM SNELL   Loveland, Ohio
Business.
WARD CRESWELL  Norwood, Cincinnati
Mgr. Kroger Store.
LLOYD McCAMPBELL Cedarville, Ohio
Farmer.
ELEANOR JOHNSON   Cedarville, Ohio
Teacher in Ross High School.
MARGUERITE SP RACKLIN   Cedarville, Ohio
LORE NA SHARPE Middletown, Ohio
Teacher in Junior High School.
LOIS MANOR _________________ — Bowersville, Ohio
Teacher in High School
MALCOLM TURNER ______ ____________ Selma, Ohio
Teacher and Coach in High School.
HARRIET KYLE _____________________________________ _ _________ ______________________ Cedarville, Ohio
MARVIN WILLIAMS. Spring Valley, Ohio
Superintendent of High School.
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I WANT TO GO BACK
I want to go back to old C. C.,
The best school in the land,
And go to all the games again
And shout Rah! Rah!
To Alma Mater we will pledge
Our love and loyalty.
I want to go back, I gotta go back
To old C. C.
I want to go back to old C. C.
That dear old Cedar town.
The College and the Opera House,
And places of renown.
Where Father and Mother pay all the bills
And leave the rest to me,
I want to go back, I gotta go back
To old C. C.
At Cedarville College,
We get our knowledge.
We slinga da ink, and pusha da pen along.
At Cedarville College,
We get our knowledge.
We slinga da ink and pusha da pen along.
We slinga da ink, da ink, da ink
And pusha da pen, da pen, da pen
We slinga da ink and pusha da pen along,
At Cedarville College,
We get our knowledge.
We slinga da ink and pusha da pen along.
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Cedar Day
Wednesday, June 1, 1927, dawned bright and fair and with the poet we sang,
"What is so rare as a day in June?" Especially when that day is Cedar Day.
To every Cedarville College student there is an irresistible thrill connected with
Cedar Day, for it is Cedarville College's own day—the day on which former students
and friends of the college gather to witness and to enjoy.
On this, particular morning one might see on the campus to the north of the
main College Hall an unusual amount of activity. A stage decorated with green
and white adorned the right side of the space, and on the left a small bower also of
green and white awaited the May Queen. The cedar trees formed a green back-
ground for this setting.
But hush! The program of the day, which has been divided into three parts,
has begun.
Page One Hundred and Two
There comes to our ears the sound of music; and it fades away in the dis-
tance the Cedar Day oration, an annual event on this day of days, is delivered by
Mr. Day Kennedy.
Again we hear music. This time it is by the Girls' Chorus which sings sev-
eral numbers including, The Four Leaf Clovers, Rosita, and The Bells of St. Mary's.
The Cedar tree planted by the Senior Class is dedicated to the College by Miss
Martha Dean.
The second part of this program, to many, is the most important feature of
the day, for now there comes the crowning of the May Queen. This honor has
been bestowed on Miss Mae McKay who makes a most beautiful and stately Queen,
as she enters, preceded by tiny flower girls and a small crown bearer. Her ladies
in waiting follow her as she slowly makes her way to her throne where she is
crowned by the former queen, Miss Lena Hastings. An aeroplane under the guid-
ance of Mr. Talcott, drops greetings to the queen.
The final part of the program is the story which is enacted for the entertain-
ment of the queen.
"It is morning in early spring near the coast of Brittany where there is a se-
cluded spot, green with the vegetation of spring. To this spot comes a band of
pirates bearing a huge chest. They make merry in preparation for opening the
chest and dividing the booty. Startled at the sound of music in the distance, they
beat a hasty retreat, neglecting to take the chest with them. A gay group of vil-
lagers eners, pulling with them Griselle and Eric whose betrothal they are celebrat-
ing. The peasants insist that the young people dance for them. They finish their
merry-making and dance the May Pole. Before they leave they open the chest
and find China Dishes, Jewels, Scarfs, Mantillas and Cameos, all of which enact
their parts by a dance before the queen."
And thus the event passes and the Cedar Day of 1927 is only a memory, but
it is a pleasant memory. —L. E.
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Commencement Week 1927
We cherish the days that are never forgotten,
The days that bring echoes that Time can't erase,
We think of the tasks of a man who loves freedom,
We think of the world we're destined to face.
The years that hhve passed are telling their story
And telling it briefly, but telling it true,
That no one may think of the Past but a vision,
A wonderful vision of me and of you.
So back to the scenes let your mind wander slowly
Yea, back to the scenes of a year that's passed by,
And hear once again the Baccauaureate sermon
And never permit its quaint message to die.
On May thirty-first was the music recital,
You remember it once and recall it again,
You know how it helped drive away your vast sadness,
At thinking the Seniors might come not again.
On the following night, June first, the Class Play
Was prononunced a success to the very last word,
Its name "Captain Applejack" must bring a returning
To mind, the fond memories and not the absurd.
On Thursday the date of the Banquet, Alumni,
The Seniors were guests of the classes before;
Fond memories brought back of the days in the distance
When they had been students in classes of yore.
On Friday, Commencement the Seniors marched forward,
The world before them to enter the strife,
That they might be able to win a great victory,
To win a great battle on the field we call Life.
So ended, the week of Commencement will ever
Return to our memory in years that have gone
Far away in the distance and never returning,
How sad to relate when the years have passed on!
—George Davis '29.
/V •
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Junior-Senior Banquet
The Juniors entertained on April twenty-eighth at the Woman's Town Club, Springfield,
honoring the Senior Class of 1927. The banquet room at the Club was very attractive in
appearance. The guests were seated at a number of small tables laid with covers for eight.
At the center table, covers were laid for those on the toast program.
The tables were each made attractive with bowls of Premier Roses. A very delicious
four-course dinner was served by the Club.
Celery
MENU
Cream of Spinach Soup
Olives
Chicken Patties
Browned Cream Potatoes
Tomato Aspic Salad
Hot Parker House Rolls
Pineapple Marmalade
Candies
Fruit Parfait
Coffee
Wafers'
The Wittenberg Quintet furnished music during the dinner hour.
A very clever toast program in charge of Paul Brown, President of the Junior Class,
followed the dinner. The "response" to Mr. Brown's "Welcome" was given by Robert Turn-
bull. President of the Senior Class. Miss Helen Iliffe gave the vocal selection "Dream of an
Eve", and Professor R. M. Borst spoke from the subject, "Are First Impressions Perman-
ent?" Miss Martha Dean spoke of "Our Yesterdays", and Miss Mary Webster, of "Our To-
days". Miss Ruth Burns sang "My Heart at Thy Dear Voice". Dr. W. R. McChesney closed
the program with his toast, "Our To-morrows".
Silver Tea
The annual Y. W. C. A. Silver Tea was held in the College Chapel, Monday evening,
March twenty-sixth. All the ladies of the community and the members of the various clubsin town were invited to attend.
A very interesting program had been arranged by Miss Ruth Burns. It consisted of
several clever readings, and musical numbers, both vocal and instrumental. The reading
given by Miss Chapman was especially clever and entertaining.
The Chapel was attractively decorated with soft lights, shaded lamps and baskets of
flowers.
Miss Helen Iliffe graciously presided at the tea table, and a very pleasant social hour
was spent by the ladies and the college girls.
The girls of the Y. W. C. A. are very appreciative of the interest which the ladies of
the Community show in their activities.
1
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Mock Wedding
The girls of Cedarville College staged a very clever Mock Wedding on April 21st at
the home of Miss Gladys McDonald.
Miss Ruth Burbick was united in marriage with Mr. Eleanore Johnson. Many guests
were present to witness the ceremony. The McDonald home was beautifully decorated with
ferns and roses and the altar was banked with the same. The color scheme of pink and
white was carried out. Preceding the ceremony, Miss Ruth Burns sang "0 Promise Me",
Miss Gladys McDonald, "I Love You Truly", and Miss Mary Ruth Wham, "At Dawning".
The strains of Lohengrin's wedding march, played by Miss Helen Iliffe, marked the
entrance of the bridal party. During the ceremony the "Flower Song" was played. The
ushers, Mr. Ruth Collins and Mr. Nedra Wilson, followed by the officiating minister, Mr.
• I.orena Sharpe, the best man Mr. Kitty Hughes, and the groom, met the bridal party at
the altar. The ring bearer, little nephew of the groom, Master Jean Morton, led the bridal
party. The bride's-maids, Miss Irene Shannon and Miss Margaret Chandler, were beauti-
fully attired in harmonizing colors. Both carried a bouquet of apple blossoms. Miss Grace
Clark, the maid of honor, followed. Little flower girls, Miss Elisabeth Babstuber and
Miss Ruth Troutman, wore dresses of pastel shades. The bride entered on the arm of
her father, Mr. Clarabelle Hunt, who gave her in marriage. The bride wore a beautiful
gown of white crepe de chine with white slippers and hose. She carried a shower bouquet
of apple blossoms and lilies of the valley.
Covers were laid at the bride's table for the bridal party. A delicious two course sup-
per was served. The bride and groom left later in the evening on an extended wedding
journey.
Hallowe'en Party
The annual Hallowe'en Party was sponsored by the Y. M. C. A. this year. Everyone
came, although we did not know who everyone was. We marched around the Gym until the
judges had selected the prize winners. Miss Viola Curry and Miss Elizabeth Haydock were
chosen as the most cleverly dressed couple, Miss Cleo Hollingsworth as having the prettiest
costume, and Dave Adair as having the most original costume. There were other couples
who had very clever costumes too, such as the Kyle brothers, Eva Black and Anita Printz,
Wilda Bickett and Ada McKay. Of course, only one prize could be given, but we considered
these others worthy of mention.
For the evening games, the group was divided into various professions—doctors, teachers
and ministers, who entertained the crowd with various stunts.
The tradional eats of pumpkin pie and cider were served to us with ham sandwiches,
pickles, and doughnuts. We all departed, saying—"Thank you Y. M."
J. A.
ANY
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
Jack Temple  James McMillan
Frank Fuller  David Adair
Captain Sharpe  Robert Thompson
Wigson  John Johnson
John Brown 
  Dallas Marshall
Mrs. Jack Temple  Helen Iliffe
Dorothy  Ruth Collins
Mrs. Frank Fuller  Mary Webster
Mrs. Brown Jean Morton
What would you do if you were forced to spend the night in a ferris wheel, swinging
in a small car at the top of the wheel, especially if there happened to be a strange woman in
the same car with you? Would you tell your wife or wouldn't you? Mr. Temple decided to
tell the truth, but the manner in which he was greeted by Mrs. Temple, upon his return home,
changed his plans and he was in rather a precarious position a great number of times.
It took three acts to "set him right" with Mrs. Temple again, and during these acts
many comical situations arose.
The play was greatly appreciated by the audience, so much in fact that a curtain call
was made by the entire cast at the close of the performance.
This reviewer was well pleased with the acting of the various members of the cast.
Space would not permit the mentioning of all who should receive favorable comment, but we
do wish to say that Helen Iliffe as the suspicious and jealous wife of Mr. Temple played her
role to perfection. James McMillan, as Mr. Temple carried his part extremely well. David
Adair, as Frank Fuller, also gave a splendid interpretation of his lines.
We would like to say a word about the unknown heroines of all College Plays—the di-
rectors. Without them nothing could be accomplished. They are the guiding hand back of
all, and without them, the plays could not succeed. We doff our hats to them. The Staff
appreciates the time and energy given to them by Miss Dolby, Head of the English Depart-
ment, also Mrs. Borst who so ably assisted her.
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JUNIOR PLAY
"Clarence'/
CAST OF CHARACTERS
Mrs. Martyn  Thelma Bartram
Mr. Wheeler  Rev. B. B. Fleming
Mrs. Wheeler  Nedra Wilson
Bobby Wheeler 
  
James Beam
Cora Wheeler  Margaret Chandler
Violet Pinny  Frances Anderson
Clarence  Robert Jacobs
Della  Irene Shannon
Dinwiddie  Heber Keach
Hubert Stem  Carl Frazier
Clarence! What was his other name? Where had he came from? Where was his home?
A hundred such questions were asked by the Wheeler family and no one could answer them.
They all knew that he had been in the army and could drive mules. That was enough for Mr.
Wheeler, "any man who could drive an army mule and not swear should have a job," so
Clarence was hired. His duties on the Wheeler estate were varied indeed. He could do
anything from tuning the piano to painting the house. In fact the Wheeler's didn't see how
they ever had managed to exist without him.
Such was the theme of Clarence. Of course we found out later that Clarence was a
famous Arthropodist and that he cared a great deal for Cora's instructor, Miss Pinny. And
so as the final curtain came down we found Clarence leaving the Wheeler household to take
up his duties as Professor in a large University.
Clarence as it was presented by the Junior Class was a lively and very interesting play.
A large and appreciative audience viewed the production and all voted unanimously as to its
worth.
The cast was well chosen and all gave a splendid portrayal of their parts. Robert Jacobs
as Clarence was indeed clever as the versatile young soldier. Mr. Jacobs interpretation of
the learned soldier was excellent and Ids ability as a saxaphone player can hardly be ques-
tioned. James Beam as Bobby, the spoiled and somewhat worldly son was a problem to all.
It fell to Mr. Beam's part to create the laughter, and he let few opportunities go by. Miss
Margaret Chandler aptly portrayed the part of Cora Wheeler. This was Miss Chandler's
first appearance in a college play and the way in which she enacted her part places her as
one of the leading actresses of the College. Space does not permit the mention of all the
characters although praise is due to the entire cast.
The play was directed by Miss Julian, this being her first since she came to Cedarville
College. The able manner in which she conducted it shows that she will be much in demand
as a director of future College Dramas.
4111,01ntarre NMA/ANN
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Valentine Party
The Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A. sponsored our Valentine Party this year
The girls promised the refreshments and the boys the entertainment. Early in
the evening, the gym seemed rather large for such a gathering, but we soon filled it
with our merriment. The old-fashioned games, "Skip, Skip, Come-a-Loo" and "Pig
in the Parlor," seemed in vogue.
A lovely white box bearing a rosy red heart held a valentine for each one.
It was with fear and trembling that some of them were opened, but we were re-
minded of the saying that the "gruffest exterior holds the kindest heart"—sweetest
message in this case.
Everyone departed for home feeling that he had thoroughly enjoyed the
evening and that the students at College were quite a peppy bunch.
President's Reception
"Mrs. McChesney and I wish to invite all the students of the College to our
home next Thursday evening." That was the announcement made by our President
one March morning.
On this particular Thursday evening more than two hundred students and
friends gathered at our President's home on Xenia Avenue.
Because of the nearness of St. Patrick's Day, a green and white color scheme
was used. A delicious two course supper was served.
During the evening a very pleasing musical program was presented, consisting
of vocal solos, piano duets, violin and cello duets, and a selection, "Bells of St.
Mary's" by the Girls' Glee Club. The students always enjoy an evening spent at
the home of our President and his wife, and this evening was no exception.
s
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Before a capacity house on the evening of March 28, the Y. M. C. A. of the College
presented a very successful Minstrel. The opening curtain rose with the ensemble's singing
"Moonlight and Roses." Jokes and songs followed in rapid succession. The end men were
always on the move, and by their jokes, kept the audience laughing continuously. End men
were: James Beam, Robert Collins, Dewitt Rutan, Frank Graham, Robert Thompson
Robert Cripps. 
l 
The songs were all modern hits of the day. The three outstanding solos were: "Among
My Souvenirs," by Chester Violet; "The Hours I Spent With You," by Maurice Roseberry;
and "My Blue Heaven," by Nelson Creswell. These all deserved th applause accorded them
by the audience.
Special mention should be given to the Circle. While all did not have a chance to sparkle
by singing solos, their singing in the Chorus was splendid indeed, and without them the Min-
strel would not have been the success that it was.
In the second part, which was composed of numerous comedy acts and specialty numbers,
the outstanding event was the Comedy Sketch given by Day Kennedy and Harry Pickering.
If these two ever decide to change their careers, we would suggest the stage.
A saxaphone solo by Kenneth Little; a sketch, "Zacks Spunks Up Courage," by Robert
Duffey; and the duet, "By the Waters of Minnetonka," sung by Miss Ruth Burns and Mr.
A. G. Duffey, were excellent.
Then as a fitting climax, Day Kennedy gave the reading, "Sockery's Cat." Mr. Kennedy
is quite a versatile young man, and the success of this year's Minstrel is due largely to his
untiring efforts. Mr. A. G. Duffey was the director and also acted as interlocutor.
The men who sponsored the Minstrel, and those who worked so hard to make it a suc-
cess are to be congratulated. This Minstrel was enjoyed by all who heard it, and the partici-
pants have left a record of which they can be well proud.
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Y. W. Formal Banquet
One of the most interesting social functions of the year for the college girls
was the Formal Banquet, given April second, at the Alford Memorial. Three large
tables, seating seventy-five guests were arranged in the form of a triangle. The
tables were very attractive with white linen clothes, blue crepe paper runners and
crystal candlesticks with blue candles, representing the Y. W. C. A. colors.
A very delicious four-course dinner was served. The girls were very proud
of the dinner, since they had prepared everything.
A very interesting program followed the dinner. Miss Dolby, Faculty member
of the Cabinet, introduced Miss Mary Webster, who as toastmistress very cleverly
introduced Dr. Auleene Jamison. Dr. Jamison is Dean of Women at Muskingum
College. Her address was most interesting and personal, and her manner most
charming. The girls enjoyed every minute that she spoke. Miss Sarah Brown,
a student at Muskingum gave several violin and vocal selections.
The Cabinet appreciated the interest the college girls displayed in this affair—
a Formal Banquet being a novel project for the Y. W. We too wish to thank those
"Mothers" who so generously assisted us.
Church Receptions
During last fall, the College students were entertained by each of the three
churches of Cedarville. The church members are always very thoughtful of the
students, but especially are they thoughtful in those first few weeks when home-
sickness is most prevalent.
The Presbyterians entertained at the Gym the second week in September.
The guests were divided into groups, and part of the evening was spent with con-
tests among the groups. Delicious refreshments were served. We departed, assured
that the Presbyterians know how to entertain.
The Methodists held the next reception a week later, in their church. The en-
tertainment was in the form of a radio party! The different groups represented
various stations, and broadcast interesting programs. We also enjoyed music by
the orchestra during the evening.
The United Presbyterians entertained during the first week in October. The
guests enjoyed a very clever program which was staged by the young people of the
Church. Later, games were played. The serving of refreshments concluded an-
other pleasant evening for the College students.
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College Diary 1927-'28
SEP TE NIBER
6—Freshies blow in. That terrible exam!
7—Opening day. Assignments. Rev. Hugh Evans. Y. W. entertains new girls
at a "Welcome Tea."
9—Frosh—"If you think that building's pretty, you ought to see our new high
school."
12—We look pretty for the College picture. Presbyterians entertain at the Gym in
the evening. P. S. Romances budding already.
13—Big squad out for football. We decide to have a winning team.
I4—"Willow Bend" becomes popular( ?) Fellows fooled badly.
15—Town Treasury low. Officials try to help out. Several C. C. students do drive
cars.
16—Skipper Brown returns.
17—We come at 8 E. S. T. once more. In the evening, Methodists entertain us at
a Radio Party.
20—Dr. Biederwolf speaks in Xenia. Kennedy and followers attend.
21—Dr. Beiderwolf speaks at joint Y. M. and Y. W. meetings.
22—Dempsey-Tunney fight.
24—We lose a heart-breaker to Ashland.
26—Big pow-wow at Gym.
27—We did it. Cedarville 38, Antioch 0.
OCTOBER
6—U. P.'s. entertain us in church parlors.
10—Gym girls "hike" to Martindale's woods, and have a weiner roast. Others
roasted too.
11—Sophs hold feed at Tanners. No figures on record as to quantity of steak con-
sumed. Slight disarrangement at Main building.
12—Freshies hold feed at Harts.
13—Collectors attempt to make Freshies pay up.
19—Laura Wright, missionary from Egypt speaks in Y. W.
23—Webster, Kennedy and Gaham give reports of Geneva Y Conferences. Weimer
presides.
26—Y. W. Cabinet entertains all girls at Membership Breakfast in Gym. Campaign
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for new members formally opened.
27—Y. M. plays host at annual Hallowe'en Party. We have a good time and
plenty of eats.
29—Cedarville 13, Earlham- 13. We should worry!
31—Town Hallowe'en Carnival. Y. W. stand brings in the cash.
NOVEMBER
1—The impossible has become possible! Cedarville 40, Antioch 15. This oughta
convince 'em.
3—Miss Victory weds Mr. Cedarville in chapel service. Great rejoicing!
16—Cedrus Staff presents "Mrs. Temple's Telegram." Quite a success.
20—Bible Reading Contest at Presbyterian Church.
23—Vacation begins.
24—Turkey Day.
26—"Dare-devil Johnson" does a mean one on the Clifton pike. Yes, we know
it's a "bad turn." ( ?)
DECEMBER
6—Y. W. Committal Service.
8—Temperature drops. Observation Class visits Greenfield, and almost freeze
in the attempt.
10—We weep. Cincinnati beats our team. Score unknown.
14—Junior Class presents "Clarence." Jake certainly is a whiz on the saxaphone.
15—Several students see "King of Kings" in Springfield.
19—History Class has feed. Y. W. Christmas Service in the evening. Philo-
sophies sing carols afterward.
21—Joint meeting of Y. M. and Y. W. Christmas program.
25—Santa's day. "Steadies" act surprised at their presents, although they and
everyone else in town has known about them for at least two weeks.
JANUARY
1—We make our good resolutions!
2—Nuf sed!
3—School begins again.
7—Cedarville 32, Urbana 16.
11—Sophs have feed at Gym.
12—Observation and Class Management classes observe Springfield. Junior Highs.
Practice teachers at C. H. S. heave a sigh—eighteen weeks up.
16—Glee Club, Orchestra and B. B. pictures taken at Gym.
18—Cedarville 27, Rio Grande 25.
19—High winds! Estle loses top of car.
23—Exams begin. College takes on a funereal air.
25—We beat Antioch 44-37. Good game. Bruiser Smith stars.
27—Vacation between semesters. Cedrus and Needles Staffs hard at work.
30—Thrill of thrills! We beat Wilberforce.
31—Second semester begins. Hon. J. L. Clifton speaks. Lessons again.
FEBRUARY
3—Day of Prayer for Colleges. Rev. Hills of Dayton speaks.
10—Homecoming Banquet. Good crowd, good eats, good game. Cedarville 37,
Ashland 32.
13—Valentine Party at Gym. "Sentimental" tokens outstanding.
I 5—Mrs. William Houston (nee Mildred White) tells about her trip to Europe, at
the Y. W. meeting.
16—Miss Maude Gwinn, National Y. W. Secretary, visits campus. Cabinet enter-
-
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tains at dinner in her honor.
20—U. P. Presbyterial Banquet at Gym. College students attend. Dr. Mac
speaks.
21—Philadelphians have feed. Everybody present.
22—Washington's Birthday. Wilberforce plays return game—and beats us.
Girls win.
29—Leap Year Day. Girls' best chance.
MARCH
5—Playful Co-Eds perform at Gym. What did you say, Stewart?
8—Rev. and Mrs. Tylee, missionaries from South America speak in chapel. We
decide we are quite civilized, after all.
14—Broadway American Pennsylvania Railroad Quartet (Whew!) sings in chapel.
Girls have discussion as to which one is the best-looking fellow.
15—We don our "best" and are royally entertained at the President's Manse.
Who's Irish?
20-0. S. & S. 0. Home Band Concert, sponsored by Cedrus Staff. We did enjoy
it, especially "Rose Marie" and "The Anvil Chorus."
21—Our Bill visits Eskimo land. Not so good! We know it wasn't 33, Bill.
Freshies begin to plan another class feed. Officers decide it is time to collect
money for first spread.
22—Y. W. girls journey to Springfield for nautical reasons. Helen Iliffe enter-
tains a party of Co-Eds in the evening.
26—Y. W. C. A. Silver Tea. Miss Chapman stars.
27—Clamity of calamities—Logic test takes place.
28—C. C. Y. M. Minstrel. We like it. Stars—Violet, Roseberry, Duffey, Circle
and End Men. We suggest Keith's Circuit for Kennedy and Pickering.
APRIL
2—Y. W. Formal Banquet. Dr. Auleene Jamison, Dean of Women at Muskingum
College, speaks. Sarah Brown plays the violin and sings for us. All vote
the banquet a success—eats, "mothers," toasts, n'everything.
3—Literary Societies meet. Oh that contest!
4—Ethics Class, scene of honest confessions. What about those country walks,
McNeel?
5—Spring "Vacation." We call it a week-end and try to be happy.
10—Back to school again. Seniors stage spread. Good eats, good house, good
time. Weimer presides ( ?)
11—We learn at Y. W. how we should have been acting all these years at receptions,
teas, and parties. Cedrus Staff of 1929 elected.
12—Four Co-Eds appear in Music Recital.
13—Day of Days! C. H. S. Juniors attempt to bring "Sunshine" to Cedarville,
while Y. M. Minstrel furnishes clouds for Mechanicsburg.
18—Glee Club sings at Bowersville.
19—Annual Mock Wedding. Quite a success. Girls do hero act. Fellows con-
fuse potatoes and chicken.
20—Clifton on the map again.
26—Junior-Senior Banquet at Dayton.
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•Mrs. Brown—"Paul, I feel faint, I—I can't take a long breath."
Brownie—"Take two short ones."
Lenna—"Where did you get that fever blister?"
Viola—"Oh, down on the pike the other day."
Lorna—"I don't like these pictures. The photographer didn't do me justice."
McMillan—"Woman, you don't want justice. What you want is mercy."
Mary Cim—"Have you figured out your allowance?"
Conklin—"No, what's the use in bothering about nothing?"
Sarah—"Tell me, Eva, is kissing unhealthy?"
Eva—"I don't know, Sarah, I've never been sick."
"It stands to reason," said Miss Julian as the first debator arose.
Johnson—"College has made me a man."
Ruth—"Where is he?"
Heber—"I haven't the cheek to kiss you."
Nedra—"Use mine."
According to the campus shieks, "a chicken in the coupe is worth two on the
curb."
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Our Advertisers
We wish to express our appreciation to "Our Advertisers" for having seen fit
to reserve space with us in our annual.
It is our hope that they will not have cause to regret having done so, and that
they will profit by this advertising section.
CEDARVILLE
Cedarville Building and Loan
R. C. Ritneour
W. L. Clemens
Ralph Wolford
Blue Bird Tea Room
Home Clothing Co.
C. E. Masters
The Exchange Bank
Cedarville Lumber Co.
I. C. Davis
W. W. Trout
Cedarville Bakery
The Rexall Store
Miami Valley Creamery Co.
Richards Drugs
Hager Straw Board and Paper Co.
Cedarville College
Karl Bull
Robt. Birds and Sons Co.
CANTON
Canton Engraving Co.
XENIA
Adairs
Wheeler Studio
Anderson Flower Shop
McCurren Brothers
Abe Hyman
Geyer Book Shop
Hy-Art
C. A. Weaver Co.
Valet Press Shop
L. S. Barnes and Co.
Auto Necessity Co.
Gallaway and Cherry
The Criterion
Hagler and Weaver
Geo. Dodds and Son's Granite Co.
Xenia Candy Kitchen
L. A. Wagner
DAYTON
Miami
-Jacobs Business College
SPRINGFIELD
E. W. Fulmer Co.
Stanton Studio
Edward Wren Company
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COLLEGE MEN Your Clothes and You-
You are audacious and your audacity asserts itself in your CLOTHES and
your manner of wearing them.
CHARTER HOUSE CLOTHES take into account every manifestation of
your audacity.
CHARTER HOUSE CLOTHES are made for you—and priced for you.
THE C. A. WEAVER CO.
Main St. Xenia, Ohio Opp. Court House
Dr. McChesney—"My boy there is a reason for everything."
Myron McDonald--"No sir, you forget women."
Evelyn—"Have you ever run amuck?"
Cripps—"Naw, I drive a Ford."
Ruth Burns—"Why the slicker?"
Ralston—"I'm so dumb I don't know enough to go in when it rains."
In relating a story about an escapade, one of the high school seniors said:
"Every little sound made a noise."
"A few people fall in love, but the majority skid into it."
"All work and no pay makes Jack a school teacher."
Miss Julien—"What are yoUr views on suicide?"
Keach—"I think it is too dangerous."
COMPLETE DRY CLEANING SERVICE
Clothes—Spotless and Odorless.
Carpets—Color restored like new.
Hats—Factory finish on all kinds—No chalky white finish on
Panamas but soft original finish.
VALET PRESS SHOP
Carl M. Ervin, Prop.
33 S. Detroit St. Xenia Ohio
F
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Value .1z-st Clothiers
SMART CLOTHES
For Men, Young Men
and Boys
22 S. Detroit St. Xenia, Ohio
"Red" Johnson—"I heard a new one the other day. I wonder if I told it to
you.
Cleo—"Is it funny?"
"Red"—"Yes."
Cleo—"Then you haven't."
Mrs. Williams—"Boys, what is that noise upstairs ?"
Rutan—"Kenny's dragging Osborne's pants over the floor."
Mrs. Williams—"That shouldn't make that much noise."
Rutan—"I know, but Osborne is in 'em."
Gibson—"Where did you get those gold fish?"
Adair—"From a spawn shop."
Mrs. Tanner—"Have some of your prospective wife's cake."
Bob Collins—"Oh, this is so sudden."
"Wee" Nagley has nothing to do with this quotation: "To speed is but human;
to get caught a fine."
CEDARVILLE LUMBER CO.
EVERYTHING IN
Lumber, Mill Work, Building Material, Fence and Posts, Wool
International Farm Machinery, Trucks, Tractors and Repairs
PHONE 33
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Wal•••••••••••••••
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Experience, Equipment and Education Make Your Work Well Done
We Have It
WOLFORD GARAGE
STORAGE, ACCESSORIES, OILS, GREASES
Susannah—"How do so many boys get killed in football games ?"
Isabel—"They kick off."
One of the "campus cut ups" was wondering the other day if it would be appro-
priate for a cast-off son to wear second-hand suits.
A hyprocrite is a guy who raves half the day about how beautiful his girl is, and
then stands in line half the night to see a burlesque show.
Frances—"Why are you walking so slowly?"
Margaret—"Oh, so that if I fall asleep, I won't-fall so hard."
Wones—"Cheer up old man, remember that the first year of married life is
the hardest."
Burke—"Yeh, I suppose after that they make rolling pins softer."
"We care for those who care"
CLEANING PRESSING
Steele Bldg. XENIA, OHIO
Phone No. 13
"Unlucky for Dirt"
TAILORING FURNISHINGS
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Wager Strawboard
& Taper Company
Cedarville, Ohio
Fine Straw Board for Corrugating
Established 1868 Incorporated 1893
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C. E. Masters
Grocery and Meat Market
Phone 2-44 CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Miss Dolby—"When did Washington take his first ride, Don?"
Don Allen—"When he took a hack at the cherry tree."
The world may be going wrong for everybody else, but everything is "Jake"
with Helen.
"Irish"—"You are perfectly normal?"
"Bruiser"—"Yes."
"Irish"—"You light your cigarette with your right hand?"
"Bruiser"—"Yes."
"Irish"—"That's not normal. Most people use a match."
Hilma—"I think necking is positively repulsive."
Mary Ruth—"I don't like it either."
Hilma—"Shake sister, we're both liars."
"Wee"—"A man just hanged himself in our cellar."
"Jake"—"Well, did you cut him down?"
"Wee"—"No, he wasn't dead yet."
W. L. Clemens
Life, Health, Accident, Fire and Tornado
INSURANCE
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
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The Cedarville Bakery and Confectionery
Fine Baked Goods and Confections
Exclusive Agents for Battle Creek Food Company's Health Foods
Special prices given to Churches, Lodges and those who buy in quantities
"Cleanliness and Ouedity"—Our Motto
Phone 2-86 CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Beam—"I was in a big train robbery on the way to Columbus."
Lemon—"How exciting! Tell us all about it."
Beam—"Took my girl to eat on the diner."
Freda—"I like onions."
Gertrude—"How come?"
Freda—"Onions are strong for me."
Mrs. Richards—"What is your order, Marguerite?"
Marguerite Donaldson—"Do you have pineapple dope?"
Mrs. Richards—"No, but we have Honeymoon Special."
I had. honeymoon the other day, and I don't like them."Marguerite—"Oh a
_ e...—....................--..........-------,
The "Sweetest Spot in Xenia"
Where the Good "Goodies"
Come From
THE
XENIA CANDY Improve Your Health
KITCHEN With Good Eats
Headquarters for the Young Folks
and Old Ones Too
Chocolates and Bon Bons TROUTS
Delicious Specials From Our
Fountain
Wonderful Candies CASH AND CARRY
Lunch
GROCERY
Where the business men and women
come for something light, yet hot and
attractively served. We try to serve
you with what you want and at popu-
lar prices.
COME AND VISIT US
-................-......------.................1 ..s
 —
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Seasonable Merchandise at Reasonable Prices
HOME CLOTHING CO.
Trade at Home G. H. HARTMAN, Prop.
Walter—"I want to buy some gloves."
Clerk—"Kid gloves ?"
Walter—"I should say not! I'm a college man now."
One of the "bald-headed seniors" claims that women are so mercenary that
they even purse their lips when they are about to kiss.
Stewart Watson—"Gee, I'm mad at you!"
Alf red—"Why ?"
Stewart—"Oh, it's all the rage."
1
McCURRAN BROS.
General Contractors
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
FINE RESIDENCES
Our Specialty
39 Green Street Xenia, Ohio
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Short Business Courses and Also College Grade
Including Secretarial Science, Higher Accountancy, Business
Administration, Normal Training. Write for Catalogue.
MIAMI-JACOBS COLLEGF,
DAYTON, OHIO W. E. HARBOTTLE, Pres.
CHARTERED BY THE STATE TO CONFER DEGREES
—
Coach Borst—"How much are your rooms?"
Night Clerk—"From six dollars, up to twelve."
Borst—"How much for all night?"
It is claimed that girls are absent-minded, but no one ever heard of a girl who
shined her nose and powdered her shoes.
Coach Borst claims that there isn't a thing intellectual about long hair when
your wife picks it off your coat.
Bob Cripps' definition of an ignoramus: "Anybody who differs with me."
Brownie can't understand why he has to go to bed when he isn't sleepy and
get up when he is.
t.—
ANDPRSON'S FLOWER SHOP]
"Say It With Flowers"
FANCY FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Flowers Telegraphed Everywhere
101 W. Main Street Phone 681-R Xenia, Ohio
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The REXALL Store
— MOTTO —
"The Best in Drug Store Merchandise"
"The Best in Drug Store Service"
RED WING ICE CREAM
Try Our Malted Milk—Milk Shakes
THE BEST IN TOWN
Eastman Kodaks-Films and Supplies
PROWANT AND BROWN
Ice Cream Specials
Hilma—"I just couldn't think of anything poisonous enough to call him."
Jean—"Did you call him a bootlegger?"
It has been claimed that the only job Bob Jacobs ever had was when he
labored under a delusion.
Alberta—"What do the three balls in front of a pawn shop mean?"
Dallas—"Two to one you won't get it back."
Kennedy—"I just shot a dog."
Weimer—"Was he mad?"
Kennedy—"Well he wasn't very well pleased."
Coach Borst (on Cincinnati trip)—"Shall I take you to the Zoo?"
Team (in unison)—"If they want us, they'll come after us."
No Cedarville College student could ever have been the author of the follow-
ing statement: "Half the girls long to kiss and the other half kiss too long."
No, Freshmen, a man isn't necessarily full of corn just because his voice is
husky.
I. C. Davis
DRY CLEANING
Pressing Repairing
CUSTOM TAILORING
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
[He came up smiling and happy
because—
The
Cedarville Building
& Loan Association
Paid him 6% on his stock
 41)
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When you need Tires take advantage of our Free Road Service
Phone 533
Dayton Tires, Westinghouse Batteries, Quaker State oil
Xenia Auto Necessity Company
T. R. McCLELLAND
31 South Detroit St.
R. J. McCLELLAND
XENIA, OHIO
A BED-TIME STORY FOR FRESHMEN
Once upon a time, we heard a story (and on very good authority) about a- little
boy and a little girl who liked each other very much. Now it happened that the
little girl was a preacher's daughter, and on a certain night, when the little boy
had a date with the little girl, she had to go to church (as all good preacher's
daughters do) so the little boy went around to the church in a neighboring town not
far from Cedarville and had to content himself waiting in the lobby until the pride of
his heart had finished her duties at the piano. Now the hero of our story had
arrived on the scene of action just as the preacher was in the midst of his discourse,
and as he was rather tired, he dreamed lazily away until the preacher had finished.
However, as he heard the first notes of the closing song being played, he spruced
up and thought that e'er long he could feast his eyes on his lady fair. But the
little boy was very much dismayed when he heard the congregation burst forth into
a negro spiritual, and he realized he had made a mistake in the church. Which all
goes to show, little Freshmen, that denominations do make a difference!
INTERESTING FACTS BROUGHT OUT BY THE FRESHMEN
"March isn't the only month it's windy in Washington."
"In Mexico they run for president one day and run for their lives the next."
"Cedarville College is one college where boys about catch that peculiar malady
known as 'Fraternity Grippe.'"
"How doth the busy little B
Delight to joke and tease?
He hides himself from you and me
And all we pull are D's."
1 GE  y E COMMENC MENTR  
BOOK 
  GIFTSsHO 
P
XENIA, OHIO
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L. S. Barnes and Co.
Wall Paper, Paints and Stationery
Green Street XENIA, OHIO
Phone 733
Smith—"Why do they call sailboats 'she'?"
Lyon—"Because they make a better showing in the breeze."
Alfred—"You look sweet enough to eat."
Stewart—"I do eat. Where shall we go?"
Freda—"What do you expect to be when you become of age ?"
• Bob—"Twenty-one."
Ruth—"Where have you been, Jimmie?"
McMillan—"To the cemetery."
Ruth—"Anyone dead?"
McMillan—"Everyone of them."
WELL KNOWN SAYINGS
She isn't very good-looking but you'll like her.
I've been trying to reach you for a week.
If anyone can show me that his grade should be higher, I'll be glad to change it
I don't care whether he calls me up or not.
Just a short assignment today.
You don't need to study this chapter. Just read it over.
Genevieve—"Do you think you can learn to love me?"
Blair—"I don't know, but I wouldn't mind taking the course."
Lois McFarland—"Do you have gun metal stockings ?"
Frazier (clerking in store)—"No, all we have are silk and wool."
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The Blue Bird Tea Room
"Exclusive but not expensive-
' CEDARVILLE OHIO
One of the football players upon being asked why he did not have a date re-
plied: "My girl penalized me fifteen days for holding."
A member of the first year Journalism Class thinks that a "newspaper scoop"
has a handle on it.
Armstrong—"What killed that aviator at Osborne?"
Fisher—"A severe sinking spell."
McNeel—"What is the temperature of a kiss?"
Helen—"I'll bite. What is it?"
McNeel—"Two in the shade."
Since Dorothy bought her car, Kyle says that he doesn't want to keep the
"Wolff" from the door.
Mayor McFarland—"Guilty or not guilty?"
Kenny—"You guess first."
Red Osburn—"Would you believe it, I only got forty in that history exam?"
Anita—"Dearie, you don't know the half of it."
MODERN MEMORIAL ART
In all its beauty,—with all its symbolism—expression of love and devotion,—and
possessing true historical significance —
All of these qualities are found in the Memorials and Markers furnished by
The George Dodds and Sons Granite Company
XENIA, OHIO.
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STANDARD ICE CREAM
Goodness! How You'll Like It
By far the most popular Ice Cream in Cedarville for the past
14 years. There must be reasons for this continued popularity.
Special and Fancy Creams and Ices for all occasions
RICHARDS DRUG STORE
"Popular With the Students"
Make yourself at home at "Doc's"
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THE E. W. FULMER CO.
Groceries—Meats
"Where Cedarville Housewives Save"
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Delmar—"Hey, you going to class today?"
Tommie—"What's the matter with you, I went yesterday."
HiIma—"I've got a terrible sore in my mouth."
Wendell—"What's the matter?"
Hilma—"Ulcer, I jist don't know."
Clarence Lyon—"Is this a one-way street?"
Marshall McLean—"Yes, and there ain't no two ways about it."
Miss Dean—"Now, Brenton, don't you think you had better turn the page?"
You have already translated ten lines on the following page."
Rozella—"Did you ever take chloroform?"
Mary Jones—"No, who teaches it?"
Wilma—"I'm nobody's fool."
Lee—"I know, but somebody may take you yet."
RITENOUR'S EXCHANGE
GASOLINE AND KEROSENE—HIGH-GRADE OILS
COAL—GRAIN—FEED—LIVESTOCK
CEDAR VILLE OHIO
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"Ethan"—"Jevver see me before?"
"Bruiser"—"No." •
"Ethan"—"You know who I am?"
"Bruiser"—"Nith."
"Ethan"—"Then you don't know who I am?"
"Bruiser"—"Nope." -
"Ethan"—"Then how do you know it's me?"
Kenneth Little claims that an accordion is nothing but a stretched fiddle.
Norma—"I see they have published a dictionary containing 5,000 extra words."
Coach—"Great Scott, for heaven's sake, don't tell your sister."
Weimer (passing Oglesbee's Dorm at 11 P. M.)—"As ye show, so shall we
peep."
WREN'S
For Fifty-one Years
A Store With "
Public Confidence
Springfield, Ohio
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PHOTOGRAPHS LIVE FOREVER
The Stanton Studio
Phone C 2557 W 'W. A. BIDDLE, Prop.
261/2 S. Fountain Ave. SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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Definition of a college graduate: "A fellow that is always looking for a job."
Kathryn—"How do you find her—stubborn as a rule?"
Duffy—"No—as a mule."
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF—
Lois McFarland would frown?
Mary McKay would be on time?
Jake and Helen would quit holding hands in chapel?
Ruth Burns' hair would refine to curl? - -
Ruth wouldn't roll her eyes at Jimmie?
The Political Science Class would come prepared to recite?
Johnson ever had another date with his "old girl" (Stewart) ?
Borst ever came to chapel?
Griffith V would sweep the college?
Del Morton would pay his rent?
Ralston lost a penny?
Mary's Ford wouldn't run?
Bill and Jean weren't together?
Mary Ruth took the banker out?
McNeel's feet should fail him?
•••• 1.1.•••••••••••••••
The V Exchange Bank
Cedarville, Ohio
We-solicit your account—four per cent on savings
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GALLOWAY 8 CHERRY
FURNITURE COVERINGS-FLOOR
36-38 West Main Street XENIA, OHIO
Miss Julien—"Mr. Graham, I asked you a question."
Jasper—"I shook my head." _
Miss Julien—"I can't hear your brains rattle clear from the back row."
Mary Webster—"Why is a lazy dog like a hill?"
Lelia LeMar—"I surrender."
Mary—"A slow pup."
During a discussion as to where the Sociology class should go to study social
Miss Julien said: "Most of you have been in the penitentiary, so you had
better go to the asylum."
--------------- 
RADIO
SERVICE SUPPLIES-SETS
Hagler Weaver
Phone 35-19 S. Detroit Street XENIA, OHIO
....—...........................................4
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COMPLIMENTS OF
The Miami Valley Co-operative Milk
Producers Association
Albert—"I'm left-handed."
Brenton—"That can't be right."
Ruth—"Have you met the only girl you could be happy with?"
Jimmie—"Yeah, lots of them."
Blest be the tie that binds
My collar to my shirt,
For underneath the silken band
Lies half an inch of dirt.
•••••-••••
THE CEDAR VILLE HERALD
Commercial - - - Catalog
JOB PRINTING
LET US GIVE YOU AN ESTIMATE ON YOUR PRINTING
 
••••••••
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"Always the Best At Lowest Possible Prices"
Robert Bird and Sons Co.
"Buy At Bird's and Buy the Best"
Bob Duffey—"The Biblical story of the creation must have been written by
a baseball reporter."
Miss Dean—"How come?"
Bob—"Well it starts off, 'In the big inning—'."
Dr. Jurkat—"Am I speaking loud enough?"
Lucile Tanner—"Sure, I can't even sleep."
Mother uses cold cream,
Father uses lather,
My girl uses powder—
At least that's what I gather.
Wones—"Your father thinks a lot of your new brother, doesn't he ?"
Fleming's Daughter—"Yes, he gets up in the middle of the night to take the
darn kid for a walk."
L. A. WAGNER, O.D.
Diamond and Watch Expert—Optometrist
Eyes Examined and Glasses Fitted
18 South Detroit Street XENIA, OHIO
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The above illustration is the McKinley Memorial erected at Canton,
Nineteen hundred six.
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"Long, long be my heart with such memories filled!
Like the vase, in which roses have once been distilled— -
You may break, you may shatter the vase if you will,
But the scent of the roses will hang round it still."
—THOMAS MOORE.
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